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FORWARD 
This internship report describes the student's experiences 
while working for Louisiana state Museum in New Orleans, one 
of the largest and oldest historical complexes in the United 
states. Its mission is to collect, preserve and present the 
materials which document Louisiana's cultural identity. 
Included in the Museum holdings are eight historic Vieux Carre 
properties~ four of which function as museums, and an 
extensive permanent collection (over three million pieces) of 
fine, decorative, folk and textile arts; military and 
inventive artifacts; manuscripts; prints; maps; and 
photographs illustrating the culture and history of Louisiana. 
At the time of the student's internship, Louisiana state 
Museum was a museum in transition, reopening its redesigned 
flagship building, the Cabildo (devastated by fire on May 11, 
1988), and seeking to establish a more inclusive pUblic image. 
Although the intern's assignments were directly associated 
with the marketing of the Cabildo, this thesis will seek to 
examine the public dimension of museum administration as it 
applies to all aspects of operations. 
2 
Historical museums in general have difficulty in fulfilling 
their public mandate. Many were established in the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth century according to the 
victorian model of "progress." At the top of this ascending 
ladder was Western man - culture was seen to advance from the 
primitive to the civilized. Today, these museums remain 
burdened with the values and perceptions of the past. Often 
characterized by narrow collections and biased 
interpretations, the historical museum presents a formidable 
challenge to the modern arts administrator. 
The vertical model of progress is shifting to a horizontal one 
of global interdependence. Western people are beginning to 
view themselves as part of a pluralistic cultural system. 
Historical museums must adapt by presenting their content 
within a contextual, relative framework and in a manner which 
fosters tolerance and empathy. Programming must be inclusive 
and management must be representative. This report seeks to 
address some of these challenges. 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORY OF LOUISIANA STATE MUSEUM 
The Beginning 
Louisiana State Museum (LSM) had its beginning with exhibits 
returned from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the World's 
Fair held in st. Louis in 1904. A replica of the Cabildo (the 
Museum's flagship building) served as the state pavillion 
there and housed a display of Agriculture, Natural History and 
Industry illustrating the progress and development of 
Louisiana through its products and technology. Upon the 
Fair's closure several citizens of New Orleans petitioned the 
Louisiana Legislature to hold the exhibit together as a 
permanent exposition of the resources of our state. 1 
The Museum was authorized in 1906 under Louisiana Legislative 
Act 169 as the Office of the State Museum (Appendix A, p. 60). 
A Board of Trustees was appointed by the Governor with consent 
of the Senate for terms of four years. The collection was 
placed temporarily on exhibit in New Orleans in the washington 
Louisiana Legislature. House. First Biennial Report of the 
Board of Curators, report prepared by T. P. Thompson 1907. 
4 
Artillery Hall. 2 
In 1907 the collection was expanded to include a department of 
Louisiana History consisting of documents, letters, plans, 
maps, artifacts, paintings, books, and medals relating to the 
early history of Louisiana. Appreciating the educational and 
commercial advantages of the Museum to the citYt the Mayor of 
New Orleans, Martin Behrman, and the city council in 1908 
turned over the Cabildo and the Presbytere, then just vacated 
by the courts, to the state Museum. 3 The History Department, 
in the Cabildo, was opened to visitors April 17, 1911 and the 
Natural History Department, in the Presbytere, was opened on 
July 1 of the same year. It was reported that 20,000 items in 
all were moved to the new facilities (Appendix B, p.72).4 
Disarray and Disrepair 
The Museum gained respect for the high scholarly standards 
established by its first Chief Curator, Robert Glenk. Glenk 
2 
(Thompson, 1909) 
3 
The 
the 
Cabildo 
same era 
and the 
which 
Presbytere 
anchor Jackson 
are sister 
Square. 
buildings from 
Samuel Wilson, The Cabildo on Jackson Square, (Gretna! 
Louisiana: Pelican PUblishing Company, 1988), 97. 
5 
and his all-volunteer staff worked tirelessly to maintain the 
collection but the task soon overtook them (largely due to an 
unrestricted policy on acquisitions.) The state then" as now, 
would fund only the most basic operational costs. No money 
was available for conservation and therefore the collection, 
including the buildings, fell into a worsening state of 
disarray and disrepair. s 
During the Great Depression the Works Progress Administration 
was inaugurated by the federal government and the Louisiana 
state Museum reaped a permanent benefit. In 1935 a record 
preservation project was started employing 105 persons, and 
the immense amounts of documents, letters books, files, andp 
objects which had not been cataloged or repaired were put in 
some semblance of order. Within two years more than 2,000,000 
index cards were typed, 42,000 pictures classified p thousands 
of documents and books were shelved, and all historic 
buildings were measured and documented. In addition, the WPA 
spent $50,000 repairing and improving the Cabildo and 
thousands more repairing other LSM properties. But it was not 
enough to overcome state legislative ambivalence. In 1942 the 
state Museum closed its doors to the public for lack of 
Louisiana state Legislature. House. Fifth Biennial Report of 
the Board of Curators, T. P. Thompson 1915. 
6 
funds. 6 
By the mid-fifties, Museum properties were again in need of 
emergency repairs. Board and administrative positions became 
patronage appointments. Upon the recommendation of Governor 
Huey P. Long no curator was on the staff. Reformers were 
characterized as luncooperative."7 
It was at this time that the Friends of the Cabildo 
incorporated as a watchdog group to insure the state's proper 
management of her holdings. The group successfully lobbied 
for immediate structural repairs to the Cabildo, but for two 
decades the Museum would remain little more than a warehouse 
for its unfocused collection. 8 
Horizon of Change 
Change would occur in the late 1970' s with the advent of 
another support group, the Louisiana Museum Foundation, 
which was created to raise funds for Museum activities not 
b 
(Wilson 1988, 117) 
Louisiana state Legislature. House. Biennial Report to 
the state Legislature, 1957. 
(Wilson 1988, 140) 
7 
7 
covered by state allocations. 9 These would include 
acquisitions, program support (exhibits and educational 
programs), and collection conservation. The Foundation funded 
the blockbuster Sun King exhibit on display during the 
Louisiana World Exposition of 1984-5 as well as the permanent 
Jazz and Mardi Gras exhibits in the Old U.So Mint. Most 
recently 8 the Foundation was instrumental in raising $1.5 
million to underwrite the cost of design, fabrication, and 
construction of the new multicultural Louisiana history 
exhibi t in the restored Cabildo. 10 
In a bid to become a truly statewide museum, LSM Director 
Robert Macdonald (tenure 1981-87) moved to add The Old state 
Capital in Baton Rouge and Louisiana state Museum-Shreveport 
to the system. Macdonald held that a statewide system could 
display more of the Museum's vast collection of artifacts and 
rotate exhibits around its three cities. He also hoped a 
statewide system would win bigger budgets, since it would not 
be seen as benefitting only New Orleans. But with state 
revenues falling LSM still concentrated its efforts in New 
Orleans and never received enough money to renovate the Baton 
9 
By law, the state budget covers only operational costs of the 
state Museum including salaries and wages and physical plant 
costs. All programming costs must be obtained through support 
groups. 
10 
James F. Sefcik, Interview by author, 20 January 1994, New 
Orleans, Louisiana State Museum, New Orleanso 
8 
Rouge and Shreveport buildings or to create major exhibits for 
them. 11 
Current Director James F. Sefcik was appointed in December of 
1987. Previously the Director of the New York State Museum f 
Sefcik was at the helm during construction of their flagship 
museum in Albany. Thus he arrived with a fertile agenda for 
redesigning all LSM eXhibitry which he considered dull and 
drab. Fully aware of the Museum's significance as a tourist 
attraction o Sefcik proposed popular themes such as Jazz f Mardi 
Gras and the Mississippi River; multi-cultural social 
interpretations of collections; user-friendly displays; 
interior upgrading of all facilities; and the use of outdoor 
banners. 12 
But the redesigning Sefcik originally envisioned for all LSM 
properties would be superceded by the necessity of completely 
restoring the Cabildo and its collections and exhibitry l 
decimated by f ire on May 11, 1988. Unfortunately, with 
Sefcik's efforts concentrated on New Orleans, the alliance 
with the Old State Capital, Baton Rouge and Louisiana State 
Museum - Shreveport was undermined. Feeling like neglected 
11 
Bruce Eggler 6 "Museum's Problems Mount after Cabildo Blaze ,. Ii 
Times Picayune p 8 April 1981, 1 (B) 0 
Bruce Eggler, "Museum Board Approves Plans for Cabildo 
Exhibits," The Times Picayune, 21 June 1991 p 4 (B) • 
12 
9 
stepchildren, community leaders, with the assistance of their 
respective legislators, moved to incorporate the properties as 
entities separate from LSM. L' 
13 
(Eggler, "Museum I s Problems Mount after Cabildo Blaze n II 
1981, 1 [BJ) 
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CHAPTER II 
CRISIS OF MISSION 
political Affiliations 
From its very beginnings~ Louisiana state Museum has 
suffered from a crisis of mission. Due to legislative 
pressure and the character and location of the properties 
themselves, the Museum has been forced into the niche of 
tourist attraction. In the 1913 Report of the President of 
Board of Curators, T.P. Thompson states, 
"Every stranger who visits New Orleans makes for 
Jackson Square, the centre of the 'vieux carre,' 
and no better spot could be had for a permanent 
exhibit of the resources of our Commonwealth than 
this Mecca of the stranger ... 
"Every visitor to the Museum becomes a talking 
advocate, or at any rate he is himself convinced by 
what he sees that our State is endowed by nature 
wi th a more varied productiveness than most any 
other single State of the Union." 14 
It is clear that the Museum was created primarily as a 
promotional vehicle of the state and the emphasis continues 
today. Although there is nothing inherently wrong with this 
marriage between the arts and tourism (indeed, sound fiscal 
management now demands increased earned revenues), in the case 
of Louisiana State Museum, its identity as a tourist 
(Thompson, 1913) 
11 
attraction comes at the expense of public service to the 
community. 
Louisiana state Museum is a state office within the Department 
of Culturer. Recreation and Tourism. Tourism in the state of 
Louisiana remains one of the largest, most steady industries 
ln our ever-fluctuating economy and the lifeblood of the 
Museum. The Museum is the state's tenth major tourist 
attraction and its highest attended museum with over 200,000 
annual visitors, seventy-five percent of whom are tourists. 15 
This identity as a tourist attraction underlies the sole 
funding of operational activities by the legislature. Because 
the Museum can continue to serve tourists simply by opening 
its doors, the need for programs, exhibits, acquisitions and 
conservation is not perceived. The budget for the Department 
of Culture, Recreation & Tourism (DCRT) in the fiscal year 
1991-92 was nearly $31 million, of which the state Museum 
received $2 million. Because the legislature feels it can 
continually cut back on funding, the dependence upon tourism 
(at the expense of community service) becomes a self­
fUlfilling prophecy. 16 
15 
"Top Tourist Attractions," CityBusiness, November 1993, p.8o 
16 
state of Louisiana, Department of Culture, Recreation and 
Tourism, Pocket Guide, FY 1992-93. 
12 
Physical Presence 
The very location of state Museum properties within the city 
of New Orleans works against the Museum's fulfillment of its 
mission, Mandated to serve the state as a whole but not 
accessible to the majority of state residents, the Museum is 
in the unfortunate position of having its budget controlled 
by legislators who perceive little if any benefit to their 
constituents. To the majority of legislators, the Museum 
fulfills its purpose as an appendage of DCRT and as a source 
of political appointments for the governor. 
Another aspect of physical presence inhibiting a broadened 
pUblic mission is the Museum's exclusive image. The 
imposing landmark properties can be intimidating to all but 
the middle and upper-class groups that already comprise 
visitorship. Problems of accessibility result from LSM's 
pedestrian-oriented Vieux Carre locale. state and local 
residents have difficulty with transportation, traffic, and 
parking. And finally, the real or perceived problem of 
crime inhibits many residents from venturing to the French 
Quarter. 
Director James F Sefcik has attempted to make the Museum0 
appear more friendly by positioning large colorful banners 
13 
on the building facades, much to the chagrin of the Vieux 
Carre Commission. The Commission prohibits such defacement of 
historic property but as a state office, the Museum may 
supersede their authority. Visitorship has been up since the 
banners were installed; however, there is no evidence to 
suggest diversity in the market. 
LSM's physical presence is a formidable one, and one which it 
is neither possible nor desirable to change. The landmark 
properties and their locations have unmatched beauty and 
signif icance. The challenge is to create an institution 
reflective of and responsive to the community which it is 
mandated to serve. Efforts to serve the community must 
ultimately be based within more representational exhibit 
content and targeted program services. 
14 
CHAPTER III 
MANAGEMENT 
Board of Directors 
Governance of the Museum 1S effected through its Board of 
Directors which is composed of the following members appointed 
by the governor (Appendix C, p.73): 
* two members from a panel of three names submitted by 
the Friends of the Cabildo, 
* one member from a panel of three names submitted by the 
Louisiana Historical Society, 
* one member from a panel of three names submitted by the 
Foundation for Historical Louisiana, Inc., 
* one member from a panel of three names submitted by the 
Old State Capitol Associates in Baton Rouge f 
* one member from a panel of three names submitted by the 
Louisiana Historical Association, 
* two members from a panel of three names submitted by 
the Friends of the Louisiana State Museum-Shreveport, 
* two members from a panel of three names submitted by 
the Louisiana Museum Foundation, and 
* ten members from the state at large in such manner as 
to encourage statewide representation on the board. 
Each at-large member serves a term of four years concurrent 
with that of the governor making the appointment. All other 
members serve four-year terms commencing mid-term with the at-
large appointments. All appointments by the governor are 
15 
submitted to the Senate for confirmation. The board meets 
monthly. 
Officers of the Museum Board consist of Chairman p Vice 
Chairman d Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer and 
Assistant Treasurer. They are elected by a majority vote of 
the Board and serve for terms of two years. The Treasurer 
serves as Chairman of the William Irby Trust Committee and 
advises the Board on all matters related to receipts and 
disbursements of the Irby Trust commercial and residential 
leases of the Lower Pontalba Building of the Louisiana State 
Museum. 17 
The Board appoints by majority vote the Director of the 
Louisiana State Museum who serves as Executive and 
Administrative Officer of the Board and discharges all 
operational, maintenance, administrative, and executive 
functions of the Board. The Director serves as an 
unclassified state employee and as the Assistant Secretary of 
the Off ice of the State Museum. 18 
The Lower Pontalba Building was willed to the Museum by 
Mr. Irby and is composed of rental units and an historic house 
museum, The 1850 House. Rental revenues from the property 
comprise an unrestricted museum fund. 
Jl) 
The responsibility of the Assistant Secretary of the Office of 
the State Museum is to report on Museum operations to the 
State Legislature. 
17 
16 
There are five Standing Committees of the Louisiana state 
Museum Board. All Standing committees consist of five 
members: a committee Chairman appointed by the Chairman of the 
Museum Board and four members selected by the Committee 
Chairman. The Committee Chairman is a member of the State 
Museum Board. All Committee appointments, except the Chairman 
of the William Irby Trust Committee l who is the Treasurer of 
the Board, are approved by a majority vote of the Board. 
The Standing committees are: 
* Accessions Committee - to advise on all accessioning, 
deaccessioning, purchases, loans, and conservation of 
the collections and buildings, 
* Buildings and Grounds Committee - to advise on the 
usage, maintenance, repair, restoration, and upgrading of 
buildings and grounds, 
* Budget Committee - to advise on matters related to the 
operations and capital Outlay Budget requests, 
* Education Committee - to advise on all matters related 
to educational programs, and 
* William Irby Trust Committee to advise on all 
operations of the trust including receipts and 
disbursements, leases, and operationso 
The implications of the political nature of the LSM Board of 
Directors pervade the planning and implementation of 
operations at every level. Although the enabling legislation 
states that "members shall have a knowledge of and interest in 
art, history, and cultural restoration," oftentimes this is 
not the case, especially in the at-large appointments. Also 
17 
despite the legal mandate of "statewide representation," only 
two of nineteen members are African-American. 
It is the view of the intern that the Board should be geared 
towards more open recruitment. The image projected reflects 
the white, well-educated and comfortably well-off-to-affluent 
person. In order to create more meaningful dialogue and draw 
broader, more meaningful legislative support, the Louisiana 
state Museum Board of Directors must be more representative of 
the state's social, ethnic and economic makeup. without a 
strong inclusive identity at the highest level, the museum 
will continue to have a crisis in the public service aspect of 
its mission. 
staff 
Besides the Assistant Secretary Director James F. Sefcik and 
Deputy Director Bob Martin, there are eighty persons on 
staff who work within the following five divisions: 
* Marketing and Public Relations including 
Communications, Building Use, and Cashiers; 
* Public Programs including Special Projects 
Exhibitions, and Edudation; 
* Administration and Operations including 
Administrative services, Accounting, Maintenance, 
custodial, and Security; 
* Collections including the Registrar u Individual 
18 
Collections, and Curators; 
* Historical Center - including the Historian, Library, 
and Research Center. 
An organizational chart provided in Appendix D (p. 77) 
describes this staff and hierarchy of Museum personnel. In 
actual practice, the Director's extraordinary enthusiasm and 
professional expertise have prompted him to personally oversee 
many operational functions, perhaps too many. 
In the past eight years under Director Sefcik, the State 
Museum has achieved a higher profile within the community. 
Clearly part of this notoriety is due to the successful 
restoration of the Cabildo. While this achievement is 
significant, the time is right to capitalize on this good 
public will and initiate new programs and services. It is the 
view of the intern that time spent by the Director micro­
managing staff would be better spent in long-term planning, 
increased advocacy on the legislative and Board levels, and 
increased major-donor cUltivation within the private sector. 
Such efforts would assist in building a foundation of improved 
community service and a strong inclusive pUblic identity. 
The staff is very stratified in terms of race and levels of 
responsibility. Secretaries, custodians, maintenance workers 
and security guards are nearly all African-American. At the 
next level up, including curators, there is one Afr ican­
19 
American. The middle-management level including all division 
directors are all white females, and upper-management is white 
male. The noninclusive composition of staff carries over into 
the volunteer staff also. Of nearly thirty volunteer docents 
and museum shop workers, two are black. 
In a metropolitan area which is sixty-eight percent African­
American, these numbers are unacceptable. Although it must be 
remembered that all state Museum staff positions (except 
director) are classified civil service jobs, and therefore 
sUbject to methodical recruiting standards, personal bias 
still plays a role in hiring. Before any inroads can be made 
into minority markets, active steps must be taken to cultivate 
more representative paid and volunteer staff. LSM' s image 
must be more welcoming. 
20 
CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAMS AND EXHIBITS 
Overview 
Louisiana State Museum provides a diverse range of programs 
and exhibits focusing on the history and culture of the 
state. All of these are funded through private 
contributions (including facility rental "contributions" to 
Louisiana Museum Foundation) or private foundation and 
government grants. The Museum presents approximately one 
dozen new exhibitions each year, both permanent and 
changing, and hosts traveling exhibitions created by other 
institutions. 
Current exhibitions include: 
* In the Eye of the Beholder: Treasures of the Louisiana 
state Museum (eclectic turn-of-the-century collection) 
* Zachary Taylor: The Louisiana President (Taylor 
memorabilia) 
* You Didn't Have to be a Soldier to Fight (World War II 
posters) 
* uptown New Orleans: Historic Jefferson city 
(architectural styles) 
* On Louisiana Waters (maritime) 
* Louisiana Portrait Gallery (early Louisiana Residents) 
* Evergreen Plantation (Tulane University jNew Orleans 
Public Schools preservation collaborative) 
21 
*	 Mardi Gras (multi-regional and multi-cultural 
traditions) 
* Jazz in New Orleans (history of jazz) 
* Early Louisiana History 
and the travelling exhibit: 
* The Earth Trembles with His Thunder: A Social History 
of the American Alligator (fact and folklore). 
The great portion of programming at Louisiana state Museum is 
youth oriented. LSM serves over 25 / 000 youngsters a year 
through school tours of its facilities and countless more 
through travelling exhibitions and other information serviceso 
A var iety of age-specif ic special interest, and outreachI 
activities are offered free to elementary and high school 
students each year. From live jazz performances to French 
Quarter walking tours to a "travelling" suitcase series r the 
state Museum is a leader in heritage education for youngsters 
In-house programs are presented by specially-trained 
volunteers from the Friends of the Cabildo and include: 
* Young Explorers (tracing Louisiana's early history and 
ten flags) 
* Louisiana's First Families (outlines the state's rich 
Native American heritage) 
* Pastfinders (an historical/architectural walking tour 
of the French Quarter) 
* Hands On (learning about the last century through 
artifact handling) 
0 
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* A Day in the 1850's (explores urban life in the days 
before electricity and cars) 
* The Paper Chase (an advanced program that teaches 
document reading) 
* Jazz in New Orleans (tour and live performance by Louis 
Armstrong Foundation volunteers) 
and the travelling exhibits: 
* An Artistic Sojourn through the Afro-Louisiana 
Experience (contemporary artworks) 
* Paper Town Folks (based upon the Harriet Joor 
children's book about role-playing paper dolls) 
* Mardi Gras suitcase (hands-on artifacts) 
* Treasures of the state Museum suitcase (hands-on 
artifacts. 
New this year, the traveling suitease exhibits bring the 
museum experience into the classroom, thereby serving a 
larger, state-wide audience. The suitcases are packed with 
touchable artifacts, color slides, and activity sheets. 
Created especially for schools unable to visit the Museum's 
French Quarter properties easily, both suitcases are available 
for nominal shipping charges and have been continually booked 
since their inception. 
In addition to the guided tours and traveling programs, school 
children enj oy field trips to Museum properties under the 
guidance of their teachers and chaperons. Complete packets of 
pre-visit and post-visit materials are available to assist 
teachers in customizing their visits to their students' 
23 
studies and interests. Packets include slides, lesson plans, 
team activities, and scavenger hunts designed to foster 
cri tical thinking skills by associating history with the 
child's everyday experience. 
Community Outreach 
While these school-based programs are valuable, studies show 
that out-of-school experiences may contribute as much, if 
not more, to future educational attainment and lifestyle 
choices than in-school activities. The Museum does little 
in regard to family-oriented programming. Minority families 
in particular are poorly served by LSM and museums in 
general. This disadvantage can be tied to the following 
several factors cited by a recent American Association of 
Museums study. 19 
1. The African American family is more complex 
with greater dependence upon extended families (the 
typical African American museum group is comprised 
of 6-8 children and 2-3 adult women). Leisure-time 
activity planning is logistically more difficult 
for African American families. 
2. Family tradition is of greater importance for 
-" 
John H. Faulk, Ph.D. Leisure Decisions Influencing African 
American Use of Museums, study produced for American 
Association of Museums, Washington, D.C., 1992, 6-9. 
24 
African Americans. Since individuals taken to 
museums by their parents are highly likely to be 
regular visitors as adults, low museum use by 
African Americans becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. 
3. The African American community has different 
information networks than those of the traditional 
museum visitor. The thought of going to a museum 
does not arise as a possibility in leisure 
planning. 
It is the intern's view that minorities should be actively 
targeted through family-oriented programming. Weekend events 
free for any number of children accompanied with an adult 
should be developed. African and African American heritage 
and culture should be highlighted and African American docents 
should be cultivated. New information networks can be 
developed through nearby churches and neighborhood 
organizations. LSM should emphasize its social relevance with 
a long-term commitment to minority communities. 
Popular Programming 
In an attempt to broaden its market appeal the State Museum 
has hosted several "crowd pleaser" exhibits. Included in 
these are temporary exhibits on alligator folklore and the 
Louisiana movie industry. Director Sefcik has also 
installed permanent exhibits on jazz and Mardi Gras based 
solely on their widespread public appeal. As the need for 
25 
self-generated revenues increases along with the Museum's 
desire to broaden its audience, popular programming will 
become a mainstay. 
The intern suggests that popular programming has its place. 
In order to be relevant to society museums must communicate a 
broad range of content on a variety of levels. 
Experimentation, not conservatism, should be the hallmark of 
museumsn 
26 
CHAPTER V 
THE CABILDO 
Transformation 
The Cabildo is one of our nation's most significant historic 
buildings and the centerpiece of the Louisiana state 
Museum's collection of historic properties. Yet, the local 
outpouring of sentiment when the Cabildo burned was a very 
interesting phenomenon (Appendix E, p. 78) . Clearly, 
residents from across the state highly value this symbol of 
Louisiana, but few ever visit. How wonderful it would be to 
transform this passive affection into active participation. 
The devastation of the Cabildo provided an opportunity for 
Louisiana state Museum to reinvent itself, to formulate an 
organizational identity of community service. Thus the 
story of Cabildo restoration is also the story of 
institutional transformation. 
Brief History 
In order to assess any post-restoration changes, we must 
first begin with a brief history of the Cabildo. The 
27 
Cabildo was built in 1795-9 to house the Spanish Colonial 
government that controlled Louisiana at the time. The Cabildo 
is where the Louisiana Purchase transfer took place in 1803, 
where the Louisiana Supreme Court met to adjudicate the 
nation's landmark "separate but equal" cases. The Cabildo has 
functioned at various times over the years as a city hall, 
police station, fire station, jail, courthouse, libraryo 
lamplighter's headquarters, army barracks, church, hospital, 
notarial office, and arsenal. In 1825 it housed General 
Lafayette. The Cabildo embodies Louisiana's sense of self. 
The Fire 
On May II, 1988, the Cabildo was damaged by a fire ignited 
by a workman's torch. The structure's top floor and mansard 
roof were destroyed and the first and second floors suffered 
signif icant smoke and water damage. Many artifacts that 
were on exhibit and in storage in the Cabildo - about 790 
pieces were damaged or destroyed. The outpouring of 
public and private support inspired by the disaster enabled 
the Museum to complete a $6.5 million building restoration 
and a 51.5 million historic exhibit. 
It was SlX years before completion of the restoration and 
installation of the exhibits in February of 1994. Besides 
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rebuilding the third floor and its mansard roof, the 
restoration included repairing termite damage, rebuilding the 
cupola, restoring the staircase, replacing windows, repairing 
the floors, and replastering the walls. Workers also 
corrected drainage problems and installed new wiring, an 
upgraded air-conditioning system sprinklers, and a security 
system. 
Social History 
The museum can also now boast state-of-the-art exhibits. 
The previously eclectic presentation of objects relating to 
Louisiana life and history now tells a coherent story from 
Colonization through Reconstruction. The storyline 
emphasizes "social history" and places heavy emphasis on the 
roles played by American Indians, black slaves, free people 
of color, and later immigrant groups - not just the French, 
Spanish, and Anglo-Americans woo dominated government. A 
great deal of new research went into developing a content 
which interprets major events and historical themes in an 
issue-oriented manner, examining how complex social issues 
resulting from the blending of these diverse cultures 
determined Louisiana's history, 
Arranged as a walk through history, exhibits depict the 
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Native Americans' encounter with the first explorers, the 
Louisiana Purchase, exploration of the Louisiana territory by 
Lewis and Clark and Pike, the Battle of New Orleans, and 
Reconstruction. Topics include: education and entertainment, 
death and disease, immigration, plantation life and slavery, 
and urban life and industry. 
This social and topical manner of tracing history is 
problematic in terms of artifacts, however, especially since 
the storyline refers to an early period of time. Because LSM 
is emphasizing the issues of the everyday life versus the 
exceptional life, there is an obvious lack of objects in the 
exhibits even though the script was written around the 
Museum's collection. 
strong community ties would have aided in securing a greater 
variety of artifacts. Recent efforts to solicit donations and 
loans wi thin minority groups were limited to contact with 
Greater st. Stephen Church in New Orleans. Although a very 
large community-oriented congregation, church-goers did not 
perceive the Museum as an allied institution and no 
acquisitions were made. 
Likewise, little effort was made to obtain American Indian 
artifacts either directly from tribes or from Louisiana state 
University which holds a large collection. When Native 
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Americans did not immediately respond to Museum inquiries, 
they were effectively written off. The intern suggests that 
these groups require cuItivation over time. Al though new 
acquisitions guidelines are being written to better reflect 
the mission of the Museum today and into the next century; LSM 
will have to broaden minority participation for results in 
this area. 
Exhibit Design 
To compensate for the lack of objects in the current Cabildo 
exhibit, curators made use of reproductions and text to fill 
in the gaps between the few great men and events 
traditionally depicted within history museums. Large 
segments of the exhibit depend solely on the use of 
reproductions - four hundred of one thousand total images. 
To be fair, many of these reproductions represent items 
within the collection that are too fragile to be displayed, 
such as documents and textiles. 
There has been much debate from both within and without the 
museum community over the extensive use of text in the 
Cabildo. The script for the exhibit (written and developed 
in-house) represents the most current scholarship on early 
Louisiana and was completed by historian Kim Hanger under a 
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Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities grant. Editi ng was 
done by curators Tamra Carboni and Tom Czekanski to accentuate 
the mission and the collection of the Museum. Director James 
Sefcik acted as head curator on the project and had final 
approval on all aspects of the exhibit. 
While Sefcik believes most visitors will be comfortable only 
reading text headers, informal interviews with museum-goers by 
the intern revealed a difficulty in identifying major 
conceptual labels. visi tors are not easily aware of the 
levels of lnterpretive choices before them. Major ideas do 
not pop out, but blend into a solid wall of text. The intern 
believes this to be a graphic design limitation (although the 
exhibits were created by the nationally known firm of ExPlus.) 
The repetitive scale and limited color values are tiring and 
confusing to the eye. In some galleries, such as the civil 
War and Reconstruction, too many of these panels are 
positioned right next to one another. 
The intern suggests that changes in color and scale, and the 
addition of open space in certain areas might relieve what one 
visitor described as "mental overload." Although written at 
the ninth-grade level, the preponderance and presentation of 
the text may be intimidating to all but avid history scholars p 
thereby alienating the very market segment the Museum is 
seeking to cultivate. 
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Two high-tech displays were designed to add drama to the 
exhibit and have popular appeal. An animated video on the 
evolution of Louisiana's cultural "gumbo" is lighthearted and 
fun. On the second floor a fibre optics map tells the story 
of the exploration of the Louisiana territory with lighted 
trails, narration, music, and nature sounds. These multi­
sensory displays provide a needed break in the concentration 
required for reading. 
The second floor Jackson Square Gallery is also designed to 
provide mental diversion and physical relaxation. The sunny 
room is empty of furnishings other than benches for sitting 
and enjoying a view of the square. The space also serves as 
a place for food and bar service during museum rentals. 2o 
Exhibit Content 
While architectural use and display design greatly affect a 
visitor's perception and enjoyment of a museum, other 
influences on experience derive from content itself. The 
20 
The Cabildo is available for private rentals during closing 
times. The cost of $7000 includes a $3000 non-deductible 
maintenance charge which goes to the state and a $4000 
"contribution" which goes to the Museum Foundation in support 
of programming. 
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homogeneity of the aforementioned editorial team (white, well-
educated, middle class) may result in more serious biases of 
interpretation and omission. In fact, an informal showing of 
the exhibit to Native Americans by the intern revealed their 
offence at the omission of the Native American role in the 
exploration of the Louisiana territory.li 
This omission could have been avoided by conducting an 
evaluative study within a mUlti-cultural/socio/economic group 
during the exhibit's formative stages. Such studies can be 
valuable tools in determining cognitive and affective messages 
not perceived by a design team. 2 The intern suggests in-depth 
surveying of visitor attitudes and expectations to create more 
effective interpretive programs and to alleviate problems in 
21The intern easily located and gave a preview tour to a group 
of five Native Americans on December 20, 1993. None of them 
had been contacted by the Museum even though they are quite 
visible at certain community events. 
The intern refers to the following two studies: 
Amy Walsh, ed., Insiqhts: Museums, Visitors, Attitudes, 
Expectations (Los Angeles: The Getty Center for Education in 
the Arts, 1991). 
Susan K. Nichols, ed. f Visitor Survevs: A User's Manual 
(Washington, D.C.: American Association of Museums Technical 
Information Service, 1990) 0 
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future exhibit design. 23 
Another technique for fostering dialogue with the visitor 
would be to install a "from the curator" panel ln the 
Lamplighter Room (visitor's entrance.) The room holds a free 
introductory display on the history of the Cabildo including 
the fire and reconstruction and would be excellent for placing 
the entire exhibit wi thin the framework of the Museum IS 
mlsslon. Likewise, a debriefing panel at the museum exit 
might assist the visitor in formulating his thoughts and 
impressions of the exhibit. Currently, only comment cards are 
available.- 4 Such panels would engage the visitor on a very 
personal level as well as provide an opportunity for 
institutional self-examination. The intern recommends that 
any future policy changes in collections management and 
programming be based upon well-research and well-executed 
visitor surveys. 
Assessment 
On the basis of the exhibitry itself, the intern concludes 
There are plans in the works to renovate the Presbytere and 
redesign all exhibitry. 
The intern redesigned the comment cards to reflect a friendly~ 
more accessible Museum image. 
23 
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that Louisiana state Museum has made significant strides in 
its efforts to address issues of public service and education. 
In the view of the intern, the Cabildo succeeds in providing 
an educational experience that fosters the notion of a 
pluralistic society and the critical thinking necessary to 
face global problems. Although the collections and 
interpretive processes did not include mechanisms for 
multicultural participation or an inclusive staff dialogue, 
the end product (exhibit) reflects the spirit of equity. The 
flaws as such are perceived within the decision-making and 
managerial dimensions of the organization. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERNSHIP 
Analysis of Mareting Challenge 
As a part of the Marketing/Public Relations department in 
general and in promoting the special events related to the 
Cabildo reopening in particular, it was immediately obvious to 
the intern that LSM's image, or lack thereof, was a major 
problem. The great majority of people haven't the slightest 
notion what Louisiana State Museum is. with no budget for 
marketing initiatives , it is 1 i ttle wonder the Museum has 
1 i ttle publ ic identity. ~c 
The image that does exist associates the Museum with the 
buildings, the Cabildo and/or the Presbytere. Most locals 
remember going to these museums as children and never again 
returning ... the same pattern of usage that continues today.2b 
To them, the museums are important, beautiful buildings with 
nothing of interest inside. The imposing exteriors also 
For a detailed listing of the intern' s responsibilities, 
refer to Appendix F. 
Museum administrators are proud to note that 25,000 school 
children a year walk through LSM doors, but the institution 
falls woefully short of serving their families. 
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convey an intimidating and elitist impression further 
widening the gap. 
The marketing challenge, therefore, was to project a more 
vital, relevant image which would reach across borders of race 
and class. The reopening of the Cabildo presented this 
opportunity through a wealth of free publicity and a $30,000 
marketing allocation from the Louisiana Office of Tourism. 
The intern attended and contributed to all meetings 
establishing marketing strategy (for a complete listing of 
duties, consult Appendix F, p.79). 
The marketing team seized the opportunity to formulate an 
integrated image for the organization as a whole. Key words, 
phrases and images such as the intern's pUblic service 
announcement "Explore Louisiana's past ... and create a memory" 
could be used institution-wide as well as in all Cabildo 
related materials. Marketing Director Claire Brown's "Gateway 
to the Past" along with an image of the Pilie gates was 
appropriate to the gala invitation. 27 An informal language and 
images representing of the broad community were used in 
visitor guides and promotional brochures. In all instances a 
concerted effort was made to project a warm, familiar face. 
The Pilie Gates are the magnificent wrought iron gates of the 
Cabildo entrance. 
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Marketing Publications 
The most important marketing goal, due to its far-reaching and 
lasting impact, was to establish a consistent print image and 
to revamp all handouts. Therefore, the entire funding 
allocation from the Office of Tourism would be used to develop 
these materials. In order of priority, Marketing Director 
Brown wanted: 
* a Cabildo promotional brochure, 
* a multi -purpose press folder with Cabi ldo related 
inserts, 
* an institutional promotional brochure picturing all 
properties and explaining our general purpose, and 
* two Cabildo visitor guides, adult and children1s. 
Ms. Brown felt the reopening of the Cabildo required sustained 
marketing at all tourist/convention points of trade since the 
facility had been closed for over six years. Cabildo 
promotional brochures should be provided on a regular basis to 
all concierge desks, travel agencies, convention planners, and 
visitor centers. Constant renewal is necessary due to 
continual guest turnover. Ms. Brown envisioned the all-
purpose press folder as a way to 'piggyback' our new image 
onto the media blitz of the Cabildo reopening. 
By contrast, Museum Director Sefcik determined the order of 
priorities to be: 
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* three Cabildo visitor guides; adult, children's and 
African-American, 
* a commemorative Cabildo poster, 
* an institutional press folder with Cabi ldo related 
inserts. 
At the time of the reopening LSM had an adult guide, a child 
guide and a poster. The press folder had arrived too late to 
be used for the event. The institutional promotional piece 
was in the works. 
Ms. Brown's priority of external over internal pieces 
(promotion over visitor guides) indicates an emphasis on long-
range institutional image-building within the wider community. 
She believes the Cabildo will require sustained promotion 
since it has been closed for six years. The visitor guides, 
at the bottom of her list, could be produced in-house if 
necessary. 
Director Sefcik maintains that external marketing is not 
necessary. Since most of the Museum's visitors are tourists 
corning in off of the street! his strategy is to reinforce the 
experience once the person is inside by providing a highly 
targeted visitor guide. Promotion will be generated later 
through word-of-mouth visitor accounts. 
While the intern agrees that word-of-mouth is the most 
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effective means of museum advertisement, she does not see its 
value in developing broader markets. The targeted African­
American visitor guide would likely have little effect 
considering the current three percent level of black 
visitorship. Moreover, as the following segment indicates, 
African-American professionals held widely differing opinions 
on the matter. 
Visitor Guides 
Peter Mayer Advertising, Inc. which contracted to produce 
the marketing materials was strongly opposed to producing 
any specialized visitor guides other than one for children. 
They warned against appearing patronizing to segments of the 
black market. with two black representatives on the design 
team, the agency believed that presented correctly, the 
multi-cultural exhibit would sell itself to different 
constituencies. Besides, a targeted visitor would place 
cashiers in the awkward position of deciding who was black 
and who was white. 
On the other hand, Greater New Orleans Black Tourism Network 
representatives were equally sure that a separate brochure 
was necessary. Their experience has proven that specialized 
marketing is needed to attract minority tourists who account 
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for over one tenth of the annual $260 billion trade. (U. s. 
Travel and Tourism figures, 1992) 
Clearly some form of target marketing is called for. It was 
finally decided not to produce the separate visitor guide but 
to plan for a future black heritage promotional piece. The 
intern fully concurs with the decision. 
Image 
The lmage designed by Peter Mayer Advertising served as an 
insti tutional logo for all of the Museum I s new printed 
materials. Based on a quilt~ the design incorporates 
symbols of various cultural and historic contributions to 
the state (Appendix G, p.80). The folk style of the image is 
meant to convey warmth and friendliness to a broad public as 
well as to appear contemporary to more sophisticated 
audiences. "A Medley of Cultures" is a repeated key phrase 
used to position the Museum wi thin minority markets. The 
quilt design also appears on the all-purpose press folder. 
Here it accompanies "Gateway to Louisiana's Past" to convey 
the notion of pUblic access, activity, empowerment. The 
Museum is projected as an active facilitator, not passive 
bystander. 
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Reopening Poster 
The commemorative poster 1S another internal marketing 
strategy. Mr. Sefcik I s reasoning behind the poster is to 
produce a collector's item for major donor recognition and 
legislative advocacy. While the intern acknowledges the 
value of donor recognition, as well as the value of a strong 
director! s persona, the piece 1S not without overtones of 
self-promotion (real or perceived) on the part of Mr. Sefcik 
who personally signed them. The intern feels that State 
monies should be spent to cultivate the public and 
commemorative gift items should derive from private sources. 
PUblicity I Promotion 
Because no money is budgeted by the state for LSM marketing 
initiatives, a great deal of importance is placed on the 
marketing department I s ability to generate publicity. 
Dissemination of information through press releases, media 
alerts~ public service announcements, and direct media 
contacts are crucial to the Museum's successful outreach in 
general and to the reopening of the Cabildo in particular. 
The intern wrote numerous press releases media alerts,p 
pUblic service announcements, and program fliers (Appendix 
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p.95). 
The Cabildo reopening was covered by local, state and national 
media. since LSM has no clipping service and few 
subscriptions, it is not possible to give a full accounting of 
coverage. To date there have been forty-two items of local 
coverage that we are aware of. 
Special Events 
The Cabildo reopening consisted of the following special 
events which the intern assisted in coordinating: 
* Press Day 
* Major Donor Dinner 
* WWL Morning Show Live Broadcast 
* Patron Party 
* Celebration 
* Public Day: Ribbon Cutting/Heritage Festival 
There are numerous regulations involved with the use of museum 
facilities and public spaces. In all cases, detailed staff 
work orders and facility use plans were compiled and submitted 
for approval in advance. In addition, arrangements were made 
with the Department of Parks and Parkways, the Vieux Carre 
Commission and the New Orleans Police Department. 
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Press Day 
National, regional, and local media were invited to tour the 
Cabildo on the morning of the 23rd. Participants were 
greeted by the marketing staff who remained on hand to 
answer questions and offer assistance" Press kits were 
distributed and a buffet breakfast was available. Although 
major media representatives had been individually scheduled 
for tours prior to Press Day, turnout was good with twenty­
three local and regional representatives present. 
Major Donor Dinner 
The sit-down dinner was by invitation to major donors to the 
Cabildo Rebuilding Fund. The Cabildo Rebuilding Fund was 
established with a $100,000 donation from the Whitney Bank 
the day after the fire of May, 1988. The fund was 
administered by the Museum Foundation and its purpose was to 
provide new exhibits not covered by insurance or state 
capitol allocations. In all $1.5 million was collected, 
eighty percent of which came from about twenty major 
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donors 0.25 
The two hundred guests enjoyed cocktails and hors d'oeuvres 
while previewing the exhibits. Seven musical groups were 
stationed throughout the galleries as well as on two floors in 
the Arsenal where the six-course dinner was served L" Then 
dinner was paid for out of the Cabildo Rebuilding Fund. An 
exact cost cannot be determined due to the fact that 
entertainment and food services were contracted for the 
weekend as a whole. General costs will be discussed in a 
later segment. 
A silent auction of about one hundred antiques and artworks 
was sponsored by New Orleans Auction Galleries with proceeds 
going to the Louisiana Museum Foundation. Auction personnel 
delivered and set up the items and maintained the auction 
during this event and the Saturday Celebration. 
WWL Morning Show 
WWL Television broadcaste their Morning Show live from the 
Within the Major Donor level there were six donors at the 
$100,000 level and 12 donors at the $50,000 level. 
The Arsenal is an adjoining building currently used for 
events. 
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Cabi ldo on February 25. Guests included Sefcik and LSM 
Division Directors as well as Colonial-era folk entertainers. 
Although impossible to quantify, the public relations benefit 
from the television coverage was invaluable in establishing 
the Museum's new image. 
Patron Party/celebration 
The twilight Patron Party launched an evening of fundraising 
festivities on Saturday, the 26th. The Party occurred in 
three private apartments ln the Lower Pontalba Bui lding 0 
Guests were serenaded from the mall with Dixieland jazz 
while they enjoyed food and spirits on the balconies above. 
Expecting no more than one hundred and fifty persons at $250 
a ticket{ we were pleasantly surprised when the total topped 
two hundred and fifty. 
At eight thirty, patrons "second-lined" over to the Cabildo 
where they joined the Preview Celebration. Over one hundred 
additional guests paid $125 to toast the new exhibits and 
the architectural restoration. Entertainers representing 
Louisiana's different musical styles created a special 
ambience on each of the Cabildo I s three floors and in the 
Arsenal where, for $1200 and $5000, guests hosted private 
tables. Bonne Fete provided an array of Creole dishes along 
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with open bars. 
These two events were planned by the Foundation I s Cabildo 
Reopening committee with the help of the marketing department 
well in advance. Serious problems occurred from the continual 
interference of State Museum Board President Dr, E. Ralph 
Lupin and Museum Director James Sefcik. In fact committee 
chairperson Marianne Cohn resigned in the fall of 1993 leaving 
the Foundation board in a scramble to replace her. 
It seems the President and Director were independently 
planning aspects of the events without the knowledge or 
consent of the Committee. In one instance, Director Sefcik 
told New Orleans Furniture Makers (contracted for the Sala 
Capitular reproduction pieces) they could sell their furniture 
alongside the silent auction items. Upon hearing of the offer 
Jean Vidos! who had donated the services of New Orleans 
Auction for her own promotional purpose, threatened to pull 
out. Director Sefcik withdrew his offer but ill feelings 
persisted. 
The invitation created even greater problems. Unknown to the 
Committee, Dr. Lupin promised the printing to an acquaintance 
who offered to provide paper at no charge. New chairpersons 
Margee Farris and Shelly Middleberg reluctantly agreed. But 
in December, the printer revealed to the Committee that he 
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elsewhere. These problems combined with Sefcik's several 
changes of text (including one at the blue line stage) 
resulted in numerous unnecessary delays. A high profile event 
such as this requires a minimum of six to eight weeks notice. 
Reopening Celebration invitations were mailed just four weeks 
prior to the party. 
The Committee was forced to make other eleventh-hour changes 
when Sefcik independently invited an additional thirty persons 
to the Maj or Donor Dinner. Not only had these people not 
contributed at the recognized level p but the Committee had to 
move the dinner from the Jackson Gallery to the Arsenal to 
accommodate three more tables. Then on December 23 , Dr. Lupin 
unsuccessfully attempted to change the caterer and the music. 
These are but a few examples of the problems resulting from 
the inappropriate involvement of the President and Director. 
It is indicative of a managerial style unwilling to grant 
autonomy to those with recognized authority. It is 
particularly destructive in this case where alienation of 
high-level community supporters can have long-term and wide­
ranging fiscal and public relations ramifications. 
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Public Day 
The grand reopening event was entirely planned and coordinated 
through the Marketing Department. It occurred on Sunday, 
February 27, 1994, with a ribbon-cutting, an outdoor heritage 
festival, and free admission to the museum" The entire 
Chartres Mall was used for an outdoor performance stage, 
visitor queuing linep and cordoned-off honored guest seating 
for pOliticians. Promotion for the day was very effective ­
more than 10,000 people attended the festival and over 2,000 
people viewed the exhibits free of charge. 
Opening ceremonies began on a patriotic note with the music of 
the u.S. Navy Ceremonial Band followed by a military 
reenactment presented by the Jean Lafitte National Park, 
Chalmette Living History unit" In full regalia, Major General 
Andrew Jackson delivered the 1815 Farewell Address to his 
Battle of New Orleans troops. The historic interpreters 
representing various militia groups then marched into the 
Square where they saluted their commander with a firing of 
muskets. 
Following a brief introduction of local leaders and VIP i S 
including Governor Edwin Edwards and Lt. Governor Melinda 
Schwegmann, the ribbon was cut signaling the reopening of the 
Cabildo. Outdoor festivities highlighting Louisiana's 
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her i tage were ongoing. Included were gospel harmonies, 
Acadian ballads, Spanish flamenco dancers, Irish music, 
Islenos folk songs, and a traditional African drum and dance 
corps. A troupe of actors mingled among the crowd 
impersonating period characters. The calculated effect of the 
festival was to establish Louisiana State Museum's image as a 
broad pUblic institution and to break down socialjeconomic 
barriers to usage. 
Summary of Special Events 
The Cabildo reopening events were all successful. The final 
total of ticket revenues collected from the Patron 
Party jCelebration was $102,000. The silent auction netted 
an additional $12,000 for a grand total of $120;000. The 
cost of the three parties totaled about $42; 000 0 Opening 
day cost approximately $8,000 - a low figure due to the fact 
that most of the performers donated their services. 
Therefore, there is about a $70,000 net total of donations 
earmarked for a Foundation endowment fund, 
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CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Identity 
Louisiana State Museum's ill-formed public identity remains 
its biggest hurdle to success into the next century. The 
well-designed print materials and promotional events 
stemming from the reopening of the Cabildo will help to 
project the new pUblic spirit of the Museum. However, in 
order to accomplish real and lasting change, the intern 
offers the following suggestions: 
* Establish a contemporary mission statement. 
* Conduct a Louisiana Legislative advocacy campaign. 
* Work toward restructuring the Louisiana State Museum 
Board of Trustees. 
* Develop a more diversified management group. 
* Create more autonomy for staff. 
* Implement and utilize visitor surveys. 
* Increase minority and collaborative programming. 
Mission Statement 
The intern recommends a reworking of the mission statement 
to emphasize the Museum's pUblic service role in the 
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community, including a representational acquisition and 
collections policy, community-oriented program direction, and 
open management policy. The contemporary mission statement 
can be used as a basis for long-range planning and support 
including a legislative advocacy campaign. 
Legislative Advocacy 
The Louisiana Legislature must embrace an expanded social 
role for the Museum. Without a vision of community service 
at the highest administrative levels 9 the best intentions of 
the Museum will remain confused and futile. The Museum 
Director should spend a significant amount of time in long­
term planning and legislative advocacy. One and five-year 
plans should be formulated on the basis of the revised 
mission statement. A campaign of letters and personal 
visits should follow. 
Board of Trustees 
The current noninclusive composition of the board creates 
unnecessary barriers to expanding the pUblic dimension of 
Louisiana state Museum. There must be recruitment of board 
members who represent different ethnic and social segments 
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of the community. Because LSM is a state office and because 
board appointments are largely political, change would best be 
realized through direct citizen action. The intern suggests 
that the Museum create programming alliances with various 
neighborhood and church groups that may in turn inspire a 
grassroots demand for board inclusion. 
Diversified Management 
Efforts must also be made to develop a more inclusionary 
management staff. The intern recommends that the Museum 
actively recruit individuals from all races, classes and 
walks of life to serve as volunteers and interns within all 
divisions. This would be the fastest way to change the face 
and attitude of management. It would also provide training, 
experience, and inspiration to groups who largely do not 
meet the minimum requirements for paid positions. 
staff Autonomy 
Efforts should be made on the Director's part to create more 
autonomy for staff while strengthening intra-organizational 
communication. While highly astute, the Director often 
operates within a vacuum. The intern recommends 
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interdivisional meetings on a regular monthly basis. JO This 
would provide a forum for the exchange of information and 
ideas between staff and Mr. Sefcik alike. It would encourage 
individual initiative in terms of proposing and carrying out 
new activities. It would stimulate experimental programmlng. 
Visitor Surveys 
community members need to be involved in every stage of 
program planning. Visitor surveys assessing the new Cabildo 
eXhibitry should be immediately initiated. Resul ts should 
be utilized to design interpretive programming and future 
exhibits" 
Dialogue panels should be installed at the entrance and exit 
of the Cabildo. A "From the Curators" panel would introduce 
the visitor to the mission statement and explain how the 
exhibits are used to interpret it. An exit panel should be 
designed to stimulate discussion and obtain feedback from 
visitors. 
Presently, staff meetings occur on no regular basis. In 
the intern's six months of service, there were two general 
assembly staff meetings at which the Director lectured. 
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Expanded Programming 
To reach underserved communities, Louisiana state Museum 
should expand its minority programming. This can be 
faci I i tated through collaborative initiatives with church, 
ci v ic, and social service groups. New venues should be 
sought such as school festivals and shopping malls. Families 
in particular should be targeted by designing interactive 
events suitable for all ages. 
The Museum should more aggressively identify and acquire 
artifacts that reflect the broad range of regional culture 
and history. This will give non-traditional visitors more 
of a sense of identification with the institution. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE INTERN'S CONTRIBUTION 
Due to the sheer labor intensity of the Cabildo reopening, the 
short term contributions of the intern were substantial. The 
intern participated in all meetings and informal discussions, 
often relating how she had studied an operational situation 
and its resolution. The intern also acted as media liaison 
and special events coordinator. 
More tangible evidence of the intern's input include 
composition of press releases and developing, editing, and 
proofreading of all promotional materials" 
The internis long term contribution is harder to quantify. 
Insofar as the successful marketing of the Cabildo has 
contributed to the establishment of a new, more public image 
for the Museum, the intern is quite proud of her 
participation. 
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CHAPTER IX 
Conclusion 
The internship with Louisiana state Museum was selected 
because the reopening of the Cabildo offered an excellent 
opportunity to explore the issues surrounding the marketing 
of historic properties. In these times of diminished 
funding for the arts, historical museums are particularly 
pressed to demonstrate their relevance to the greater 
societyo 
Louisiana state Museum has made a considerable effort in 
this regard, but the job is far from complete. LSM must 
continue to strengthen the public dimension of its 
institutional identity. The Cabildo reopening provided the 
organization with a high profile. The Museum must now seize 
the momentum by initiating strategies to increase minority 
and non-traditional audiences through collaborative 
alliances and diversified programming. 
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Amendments through 1987 
(Updated March, 1989) 
R.S. 25:315 
CHAPTER 5. STATE MUSEUM .1 
j 
Section 
~7, 348 Rep€aled. 
349.	 Commercial leases; New Orleans m!le..1 
Quarter; State Museum Board has tiue 
to or custody or possession of. 
350.	 R.esidentia.l le.a&€ll; New Orleans moe..' 
Quarter; State Museum Board has tiue. 
custody, or possession. 
Section . 
a51. Lease of Old Unite<i StateS MinL 
a52.. LJui3i.ana State Museum-Sh.n>ye~rL 
J53. Old State CapitoL 
3..\1. Establishment and location; purpose; boarrl of directors; appointment: com·
 
pensation of memberl!; term.'!; oaths
 
.\.. The Louisiana State Museum is e~lablisne':i as a comole:c of facilities in L'le cities of 
~ ew Orleans, Baton Rouge, and Shreveporc under the management and sup€rrision of 
the office of the sta~ museum of the Department of Culture, R~reation and Tourism. 
B. The Louisiana Sta~ Museum shall be a historic:aJ, cultural, and educational institu­
tion whose primary purpose shall be to collect, preserve, and present, as an educational 
resource, objects of art, documents, artiia.cts, and the like that reflect the history, art, and 
eulture of LouiBiana. 
C. The Board of Directors of the Louisiana State Museum, hereinafter referred to as 
the board, is hereby created in the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tour.sm. 
D. The Board of Directors of the Louisiana Sta~ Museum shall be composed of t.'le 
following members, all of whom shall have a knowledge of and in~rest in ar_ hiswry, 1j 
and cultural restoration. The members of the board shall be appointed by the gover::Jor 
L!I follows; 
(1) Two members shail be appomr..ea ;'rom a pane! of t.hre€ names sUDmitteci ':Jy ~ 
rrienda at the Cabildo. 
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(2) One member shall be appointed from a panel of three n.ames 8ubmitted by tit 
UlUiaiana Historical Society. 
(3) One member shall be appointeci from a panel of three n.ames submitted by tic. 
1JJuiBiana Historical Auociation. 
(4) One member shall be appointed irom a panel of th.re€ names submitted by t .. 
Foundation tor Historical 1JJuiBiana, Inc.. 
(5) Two members shall be appointed from a panel of th.re€ names submitted by the DO 
State ~pitol .A.saociate5 in Baton Rouge. . . 
(6) Two members shall be appointed from a panel of three names submitted by tk 
Friend3 o(the 1JJuiaiana State Mll8eum-5b.reveport. .­
(7) Two members shall be appointed from a panel -of three names submitted by tk. 
1JJuisiana Museum Foundation. . . 
(8) Ten members shall be appointed from the star..e at large in such manner as ~ 
encourage statewide representation on the board. 
E. Each member appointed pursuant to Paragraph (8) of Subsection D shaD serv~ 
term concurrent with that of the governor malcing the appointmenl All other merrJwn:l 
shall BerVe four-year terms. Each member snall sene until his successor is appoinieJ 
and takes office. Each appointment by the governor shall be submitted to the Senate ~I.. 
co nfinnaboo. 
F. The members of the board shall serve without compensation, but they shall rec«IV!!! 
their actual expenses incurred in attending any meeting 'of the board. 
G. Each member of the board shall take and subscrioe to the oath of office requi~ ~ 
state officials.
 
Amended by Actl 1976, No. 3%, § I, eff. July 31, 1~6; Aces 1977, No. 264, § I, eif. Juiy 7, ~
 
_ ct.9 1980, No. 774, § I, elf. July 31, 1980; Act3 1982, No. 511, § 1; Acts 1983, No. 687, § 4;
 
19 No. 416, § 1.
 
Act.9 6, No. 3%, § 3 provides as foilo~:	 Session d~ignates the City of Winnii ;lS
 
home oi the Louisiana Forestry Mu urn.

''In the e nt that House Bill No. 400 of tills 
1976 Regular 8ion of the Legi3latur1! i.!l enact· Louisiana Politlca..l Mu.seu and Hal. 
ed into law, the of Director.! of the louisi- Fame. ~nate Concurrent R lution ~o. :: 
ana State Museum be trllIIs ferred as pro- the 1987 Regular Session ignates the C: 
vided in 8uch Act." Winnfield as the home the Louisiana PoE 
Museum and Hall 0 arne.Houae Bill No. 400, whi rovided for t:ran3­
198il ~nd t: Rewrote suosec. D. w
fer of the Board of Directors 
State Museum to the Departme had read.: 
Recrea tio 0 a.od Tourism, w-as en . to law a,g "D. terID.'l of the initial memDers J: 
Act.9 1976, No. 513 (See R.S. 36:209). board be &3 follows: 
Six memhen shall serve a two ye:u '.Acts 1m, No. 264., § 2 provide &8 fa 
"(2) Six memben shall 8erve a four yes.r '.'
'The initial termJ of the two addition&! me 
d·herB of the board appointed from the state
 
\ar-ge in 1977, shall be Illl f0 1loW1l: '3) Five memben shall serve a six year :
 
411 their sueeessOrB sha..il be aOOOl 
of two yean; s.nd or tenDJI of six years." 
5ection 2 Am 1980, No. 774 (§ 1 of .,. 
"(1) Doe member s.hall be appointed 
"(2) One member shall be 
m1eoded !1i A of this section) provided
of four ye&r!l. 
'The ter.n of th emben in offi~ pric

'!he term8 of office s commence Juiy 1­ twelve o'clock nooll Marcil 10, 1980 she.
 
1977. Thereaft.e.r th· su<:res IlO l"1! sluill be al)­ deemed to have tennina &8 of Marcil 10,
poin te<i and Be rve t.ennB 0 f 8 ix. year.!. " . however, any suc:h member 1 remain in (, 
S l.&Le ~ um. House Concurrent Res0- antil IW su=aor is appoin . and we
 
lution No. of the 1986 Regulu Se3sioo d~ig- fief."
 
IlJI,te1I th museum located in Gretna in Jef­ 1982 Amendment: In 9ubsec. C, ub3a:
 
(erw IU"iah as the official Fire Museum (or "the (allowing" for "seventeeo", re te
 
tate 0 f Loui.ai=a. (5), which previo\l91y re&J:l: "(5) Twelve me
 
LoaisiaDa Forestry MtlKWIL Sena~ Coocur­ Uall be &ppoint.ed from the sUle llt large."
 
r=t R-olution No. 153 of the 198"7 ~ I.dded p&r!. (6) 1D<l m; in IUba.e<:. p, !
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· "E. The BOard of Directors 'of ilie Loniaiana- '-the contnry, ilie lerm1I of the mem 
Sta. te e urn, here in.after referred to &ll ilie 0 n the eftective da te 0 ( this Act ap. 
boud, is h hy created in the State Art, Histori- an t to R.5. 25:.14l(CX5) prior to 
{lAw to -
in otf-..ce
inted punu: 
etfective date
s h.a1l
19B4.. 
ill . .here by 
shall be'
cal and ~tion Agency. The of tills Act shall be ilie mem appointed lJ'Ul'­
boud ahall be e succesaor to, and ahAlJ exer- snant to R.S. 25:341(C)(7) the ir lerm1I 
cit.e all antho previousfy .gt1UIted to, ilie ~ expire on. the &eel) nd M0 y in Marcil, 
Board o{ M&nag f ilie Loniai.an.a State MUll€- - ,,&;;;tiori -5. :'The" ...~! ilie' ~'cisiaha StiU;: 
urn, previoWlfy t:ranB to ilie S tate Art, His- ..., Exhibibl MMeum.Shreveport 
toneal and Cultural tion ~ency and. ',changed and he r ilie mWl€um 
the Board 0 f Dtrect.oM! the La \I.lll Lana State . calJ ed ilie LaDig . State Muse um--Shreve port." 
Mu.seum ~ted ~y R.5. 1(0.. ~ more spe- .--::,> 19&3 Am~nd nt.:' In the ~tio~\~g,in-
cificall! proVlded lD this ChA r. rerted "p Be;H . and "; oa th"; redes ignated 
- Sections 4 and 5 of A.ct3 198, o. 511 (which . fonner su . B to E as sub~. C to F: 
RS. 25:341 
.A{lpoin ted punnan t to Pa.ra.gTaPh (7) 0 f Subaec-
C" Uld ilie &ecOnd Uld third sentences; wd 
te 8uhsec-. B, ~hich previoll8fy read: " " 
", and 
1984 
J 
-
~_~ 
"B. (1) term of oDe o{ the ·inltiaJ-men;.. ahall be appointe<i from the 8ta t \arg'e in s06 
~l"ll - appo ·pur.rUant to' R..S. 'ZS:341(CX5) manner &Jl to encourage state "reprelenta-­
shall on the &ecOnd Monday' in March. lion on ilie board." '_. " 
1983, d the term o{ the oilier initial member The 1987 ~~n~eDt ~ added ~'.' txh 
A{lPO' ted p=t to IJUch Paragraph shall e.x._ and in 1JUbsec.. E. 8ubstituted "(8)" (or" 
· on the 8eCOnd Monday in MBICh, 1986.. ;:.· deleted from the' end ~·&.Dd beginning in
 
·"'(2)Tbe termo-{ one' of the-~ IiI~~ . every a.ppointmeot confirmed by the Senate
 
aWointe<:l p=t to R.S. 25:34l(CX6) ah&Il ex" • 19l1in be sn.hmitted by the governor to the 
pire on the 8eCOod Monday in MBICh, 1983. &Ud -: ate (or confirmation every two ye3l"S after the 
the term o{ the other initiAl member appointed _ initial confumation':. ro. ~ .. ~ -=-' -c::; 'V' '_ : 
. -... .-. -, ~-- . " - '--'. -_.--- .. _....... _.

.:'-: ....:.~~:._.~ ._:_<:_~~,.;..-. 7,-~ ~:.:-:~~~~ :...70_~:_·.: .~~-:... -- _ ..... '....... -t.:-' - ..-.--' .... "1..... 7.~ ~ ~'.'~: 
§ 342. Domicile; "powersand duties of the om~ o( the state m~um and the board;
-_-':c ~- bulldlng-a and properties ad.rnJ.nUtend .' .:~~. . 
·A.. (1) .The board of directors sh.all ni'~t once ~ q~, Unless idditio~ ro~tings 
are call~ by the directDr or the governor. A meeting shall be held at least biennially ro 
the mUBeum facilities in Shreveport and in Baton Rouge; &il oilier roeetJngs ahal1 be held 
in the mUBeum facilities in New Orlearul.' .'-':""":-. --.:;:': ' "-:'20"'''-:::;--'': .~.' 
. (2) The board shall adopt bylawa establishini"pOlioesr &ndp~~f~~~~ -io~er:: 
llllDC-e, including but not limited to the following:' - ~ . - --:~. ; ::. _.. 
(a) The election and respo~ib'ilities of ilie 'Doarri's officers, inciuding a c:.Wrman WQ 
v-ice ciul.i.rman to serve ten:I1ll of two yean; 
(b) The selection. term. eompen.ution, aM reApoDAihilit:ies of a.dviwcs to the boarci: WG 
became effective September 10, 82) provided 
u foUoW3: 
USe-ct:i0 n .4. . A.. Notwi t.h3 tanding 
provision of law to tile contrary, the 
members of the Board of Direct.ol"ll of the 
lUUl State M\U€UID lD office on the eiiectJve 
o{ llii.9 Act 8hall expire &ll folloWll: 
~(t) The term of one of the members appo' t· 
ed pursuant to R.5 25:S41(CXl) shall exp on 
the 3eCOnd Monday in March, 1984, and term 
o{ the other member appointed purs to 8Uell . 
Pu-agraph shall expire on the second onday in 
March, 1986. 
"(2) The term of the member inted pursu­
a.nt to R.S. 25:341(CX2) shall ire on the sec­
ond Monday in March, 1985. /' 
- ,\3) The term of the me appointe<i pursu-
Ult to R.S. ZS:341(CX3) expire on the sec­
~od Monday in 
':,\4) The term o{ 
Ult to R..S. 25:34 4) shAll expire on the sec; 
OM Monday In 1985. '. ,. ,>~ ;:: ~ :.__ ~;~, 
LIBRA..RIES AND MUSln 'ru,l/ 
pQl1lllJUl t to such Pangraph. haJJ exp~ 
&ecOnd Monday in MArcil, 1986_~'_~ 
_ '~C. NotwithBtanding wy proviaion 
added s . B and G; and rewrote 8ub8eC.. A.. i1 . which viOll.'lly read: The Lauisiana . State Museum is es ta i>­. ed in the city of New Orleans under the
 
agernent iuJd supervision' of a board oi d.i-­
rectors." :.: ... ' ,'~':.. ,'.,-; ., '__ ''''~
 
The t983 arn~ndment also, in subs'ec."D:~r:.
 
"of' following "bJowledge" in the introdUC1O­
paragraph, substituted "three" for "su" in
 
(1), aubstituted "Old State Capitol Associ­
ales or ''FriendB of the Old State Capitol", and
 
In.se "in such manner as to encourage state­
wide rep tation of board".
 
In subs E, as amended by Aeu 1983, No.
 
687, § 1,"S ection D" was substituted for
 
. "Subsection C" authority of R.S. 24:253. 
:. 1987 ~latio .' . 
':-The1987 arnendm t reWrote par. D('7) whic..~ 
prior ilierito read: .'~.:' ~'.~~:,~c:_:c:_.' .
 
'''(7) Twelve ~ernben! 8' be' apPointed from
 
ilie 8tate a.t large, but' on d Ute.r noon o{ the
 
second Monday in March, 1 , ten members
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R.S. 25:342 
~ (C) The appointment, oompensation, duti~, and functioIl1! of standing or special commit­
tees of tile board.. ~ .~.: ':;:l~':";l-;f.:.I-t-:;.."'/~·Li~ :.-:-~ .(:-:c~.-j:~':t ··li·,. .J:: I ~ l-Jc.21:"L-.1. :Jlill41i,;J ;,1:~~. 
:J(3) A majority' of U£ ~ llhall ConJlt:rtUte 'a' q~'6runl for the trin.sacti~6'of officiaf ' 
bus iness, AJ I official actioris 0 f the board shalI require the affirmabYe '170 teo f a majonty 
~!..~emembersp~~and ~~?ng. ,~~. ~,~ :,::-'>~,:~'.', ,., " ':"'~+'~:,-~".',~ 
, (4) The board shall establiSh and use an identifying seal pertaining to'mUseum bUBi­
ness. The board shAll not autho~ reporia and recommendatiorui which inClude the _ 
issue, pUblication, or distribution of general information documentB' or pamphlets,which 
a.republished on a regularbaaiB and are generally known as newsletters,-: '~" .~~:-:-:'-­
r~J'- . .... .,:' \":.,:..: : ':- ::.·:ro' ~:":t r;, -... J .. ,...:.J -'; ~r;:?\.".,:-:..J; r; ~",.~J ...... -. ... r~ ..·~c.~ ... ~......... ,,-­
.;; (5) ;The museum ~hall ,be ,open to ~ the public aB,may :be-presci1bed ,;by..rules ,.dUly . ~ ., i 
.. i' '.~ :pro,mulgated by, thej,ggiB~t'seci-et&ii'of the office of the 4 state ' mU8eUm.::;:":r,,':~'~·'::'i;>~:~ , ' 
'\'"	 _. - ••••• ,' .-. · •••• LJ ••• ~~'-":' ...... -:. 1-,', , .. _.,. ....~ -'~ •. : .. .,.:,...'''' -_~,.lo-L.L.!rt ._ 
.., (6) The office of the state mWleum, through 'the board and in Cooperation With nonprofit 
corporatioll8 establiBhed to support theLouisi&n.a. State Museum, may seek pr.vate 
funding to support the museum's progTalIl9, , ", '~', .,' ,-',': ,;'~;--': " 
mThe ~ffice ~f the 'state ~~um,: t.hro~gh the assistant '~W;~"~h.a'll ~v~ 
authonty to con tnct with consulting e..xperbl in the fields 0 f mlUIeum adrn.i.n.is tra tion and 
conservation of paintings, books and papers, and other decorative arts, and willi apprais, 
ers, buying agents, designers, engineers, attorneys, accountants, 'construction and finan­
cial ex-perts, and other such persons lU! may b€ necessary to carry out llie purposes of llie 
museum.' .- - :.j-.J" -~::;_: •	 •••~~~i:':	 ..:. _-:",~~:::.,:~·~:"-:'\~·:'.~ ~l1'~ -·l.i.!\ 
(8) Notwithstanding 'any -provisions of law 'to the con~ "~d in parti~uJar 'the 
provisions of R.S. 25:3-49(5) and R,S, 41:1212, the office of the state museum, through the 
lLBll is tan t secretary, may enter into cont:ract:ll and agreements with 'any publicagencj or 
nonprofit Corporation 'which has been establighed for the primary purpose of supporting 
the programs and activities 0 f the Louisi&n.a. State MlUIeum, including the Friends of the 
Cabildo, the Old State Capitol Associates, the Friends of the State Exhibit Museum, and 
the Louisiana MnJleum Foundation, for the establighment of offices, stores, or e.tiuoits on 
the property and in the buildings of the museum, 'The office of the state mlUleum, 
thraug h the assiBtant secretary, may also enter into contracts and aireementB for joint 
construction, equipment, maintenance, and financing of such buildings, and may en ter 
into contraclJl and agreemeni:s for the joint ,financing, suPerviaioI\an? ,~~duct,'of 
cooperative enterprises and undertakings. Any public agencymay,ent:er:,IDto, con~ 
and agreements with the office of the state museum for the purposes mentioned in this 
Paragraph- "'. -. _~:. ~', ~~:~~:--;~~~._._.~ ~.~! ._~ :._~~~~.~~.~~~.~~:.~~~,-~:~-J:;:~.~~~~t~~~h_:.~f.r.~.; \~.):'~~'; 
B, (1) The domicili·of-the'bo8.rd shall be the city -of New Orle3.n.s~proVided that the 
otfice 0 f the stJite Inuaeum-rnay'egtabliBh' additi<inii.l 0 fficeg Within'iuCh 'IIi tise!mi 'facilities 
u. it IWly deetn ~Ie.:,-:;,:-=~,,\::;'."; ~;",:,~,>/~L, ~~ :; :-,~,~~.~:T;~~~~ ..;,~~:~'. (2) The board shall advise the SeCretary' of the DepartmentOf, CultUre. ~tion and _ _ " 
Tourism and the wistant ~·o{ the'office'o{ the state'mUBeum'Wjth-resped to --:::,-­
policies' (or the 8tate"m~:.r; The board shall continue to eXercise'1tB-'-powers:'duties;'=-~-:­
and functions with tespect to aCCessions/deeemonJl,'loa.n.S~i.ndconservation 'of mWleum ' :--=
t' ProPerties' iLndi=olleCtionB'm 'acCordance ':withpro{~ion8.l :tiiWieum:piiiclia;s-'as- estaI>.:, .-, ,-- '-=.: 
;;	 liabed by the 'American AuOCiation-ofMuSeuIDs7"except &i-otherwise provided by law; ," _. 
shall select the director of the LouiBiaM State"Muaeum as provided'in R.S,,25:343; and _ ~ ­
the members thereof shall continue to'Serve as trustees for, the ,,willia.m ,lrby ,Trust. -,,' 
:=:(3Xal Th~ office of th~~state' ~~~~~bjed 't;~'the:~~:risi~M':~f Its. 36:'909;'8hBiI -.~---­
have custody of and shall administer, IIUUULg'e,opera.te,maintain,'uaOO preserve: ~;-:','~"'--'­
,"	 . l ,". I' . ,". . 1~ _..... ••. _-'- •• c···...... '- ..... ~ ~:j.~ ........
' 
(i) the buildings, collections,' and ex1uoitiOrul cif the loUisiana State ,.Museum comple:c 
loc:s.ted in the city of New Orleans, including ,but Dot.Jimited tn the, Cabildo, ,the 
Presbytere, the Lower Pontalba Building, the Ja.chon HOWle, the Creole House, the old 
State A.rsenil, Madame John's Legacy, and the Old United States Mint in New Orleans; 
. 
(ij) the Old State Capitol in Baton Rouge; ..' .•. - .... ...-. - - - '.'­ '" , , -- ',. ...··-f , 
(iii) the Louisiana state }{u.&ellIIhShrevepon; ,and 
(ivi ~ mtaeUm. 'heres.fter esablished under the ju.ri.siliction of the 0 ffice ' 
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, (b) TIle office al.&o Ih.&II haVel C'WI tody a.n<l opention of the former Unit.ed Sw.e. Bn..neh 1 
Wint B~ \oated lot Ea'plarade Avenue and Decatur Street, city of New 'Orles.m. i 
pangh of Orleans, in ortier that said branch ~~ buiJ4ing may be utilized }or public. 
purposes. by the state of Louisiana through the office, and to that end the office is 
authoriz.ed to enter intO such agreement or agreements 'as may be n'eceuaryto meet 
requrremenUl of the government of the United States for the acquisition of Mid mint 
building, provided that nothing contained in this Chapter shall affect the righUl'of the City 
of New Orleana and the Louisiana Historical Society llJi'set forth in Ordinance 5303, new 
council sericil of thecrtY'of New OrIe.aD3, adopted JuneW, '1908," ' :"-;"l.i,<:~"-i.:::' :.: 
. - " .~\,..- • . .• - b - .. ..- ·ro ~""'.r:.;J~~......... ,
 
C. (1) For the p~rnpt WId 'effici~iit~on-"of b~';;;~ the boarrl may create 'from 
its membership an eXeciitiVe... ·co~-which8hall Consist oillie chainruin Iindm 
cb&inn.an of the' bOirda.i1d suCh '8.dditioM! member8 a.B 'the' bOaid shall dete:rmiIie?FThi 
?'Iembers shall reCord ·:the','-proceed.ings, of 'eac.hmeeting :of, the executive~Colllinittee... 
~: (2) "A maj'ority of the ~~n;bern"of the uecutiveconiiIi'itie'eah&D ronstitUte' a(fu9rumfo~ 
the transaction of busines.s; however, when thelxiaro ni3- delegated to ilieeXeCUUve 
committee full power to act with respect to & matter, a.f:firmative action by 'Ii: rnajority of 
the entire 'membet"Bhip of the uecutive colIlIIlittee shall be required.. ,,,;, ,.::-':;,~"", 
-':(3) The'~ecutive cOnimittee'~shall meet mODthiy~ucept in those months in~hich-:~ 
board meets,or at the call of the chairman. '. ,,' ' '.',' , _.-:~ 
. (4) The·ex~~tiv·~ C()~~~-sh;.ll consider~uch'~~'~'~ refe~ ~'it'b'y the 
baud, -,.It shall execute such orders and resolutions as shall be assigned to it at any 
meeting _of, the board, and it shall also take such' action as is necessal-y"when lUJ 
emergency requiring immediate action arises during ilie interim between board meetiilg-a, 
All act.s of the executive committee shall be submitted to the board for ratification or 
rejection at its next meeting 'except in matter8 in which ilie board has delegated to the 
uecutive committee full power to act , ,,', ", '-" , " 
, (5) The 'b<;arrl ~y crea:~ :mdthrough its bylaws re~~ th~ appoint:IDe~~ inee!ingS, 
compensation, duties, and functions of any additional standing committees which it deema 
necessary or expedient ,', ... .. , , ' 
..1.(6) The ~ard may appoint and thrOugh its bylaws regulate the appointment, term 'af 
office,' compensation, dutieS; and functions of nonboard 'members of the standing Or 
~ '~~7 ~!.~~~t,~~·.r~-;~:::. ':.~"" '-.~~'~ -~7~:.::-~~·:~:~ .;': ' r", ).~. :~.~~~:'~~, ~i:::~:>~.~~-~-::I 
, ,D, " The Louisiana'State Museum-shAll CooPerate-with Louisiana schooI.s and ins t:itu-' 
tiona !J_f hig~~ ~g inthe,teac.hing of Louisiana history and ,culture, ..:•.-:~ ... --: . 
~........ ' ........... - ....T!·J· .... - :",~.:./. 'r' ..... -' _ •. , .:- .. _~ .... ," •. ,". <
 
'j,£. :;Exceptas otbef-Wise proVided by law, the board and the professional staff of the ' 
Louisiana 'State 'Mu.seum"'Sluilloe'governed by the ~lItai1dard of '.museum.-et.h.iCS-ai 
Promulgated by the A.merican~·Association of MusetlIIlll., ·The' boarrl miy"adopt sud! 
further rtiri<iard3· of etilics ai"''it deems to be in' the' begt' in te rest of the musewn.. 
.... : ..._~_ .•:. ':"j-1':""" f\~'''-,).'' .. 4';;--, ......""l... '. "-"~.-r..." ,.. ." :'.4.__ ., ·l1...:.;-- ...... r ... 
"F• .:In a.crnrdance With ~es dlily promulgated by theWiS6Wt ~taryl?qh~L?~ 
of ,the .state!DlJ1!eUID, the ,board may set and charge admission and tour fees aDd ,~ 91' 
rental fees tD any or &II museum buildiDgs and exhibits, I.Ild sucil u.ser ,or rental fees iLhaIl 
rtl'!lect 'the a.ctua.\ C06t' af maintenanCe of the ~.rented and ~the"martet -rateS 'for 
~le,s~in ~e,~of ~,~-~~~-~1 :';~~ :;:-;;C:·..~; ~:;rr;-,. 
the section beading acid­
~ .t1tll mta<!UIn a.nd the"; a.nd 
ro.b&ec.. B. which ' naly read: 
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~ f U3. Muuum dinclor; appointment; powers and dud~ ':: .. ~ . 
~~'The 'b08Id shall appoint a profesaion&i. 'director of the Louisiana ~tate MUS€um -~ 
".·ahAIl have at leaat five years of experience in institutional administrab<Jn and rnratonhip 
~ in & field related to the purpoees and a.ct:ivities of the mllileUID.. -The board may remove 
~ 109 
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the d:irect.or lor c:a.uae only &iter & he&ring by the board. The mUHUID dfrec:tor &haIl MrTe ~ 
IJI uecutive and admini.atrative officer of the board and shall discharge all operational, ~ 
maintenance, a.droiniatrative, and executive functiollil of the board, subject to the control, ~ 
.>juri&diction, and supervision of the aecretuy ol the department' -' -, ... , :'. :":' .' ~ 
~e~d~'bY',\~ 1978, No: 896.) 1,:ei1,)uly..81, ~~6;Act319&3, No, 687, § 4. .. . ; 
r	 of Functloru: See note concerning have ~ yeaI'll of ~trativ eoce in 
. 3 following R.s. 25.841. the field.. The muse ' r shall Ilerve at 
m=dment: 'on heading, the pleaa e board IUld shall ae.rve· 3.8 
lubetitu comma tor & IleIDICO . e IUld a..d.miniatrative officer 01. the board 
"~r"; IUl . te the section, shall d:iscluI.rg-e &ll operational, maint.e~, 
?U!ly read: L 2')., ' .. . .'., .',: . 'U1d llXecutive functiOMot the 
":' .7he board' iIit"a-~proteUional 'di- ':, board, sobject to trol,jurigdict.ioo, ~ , 
1976, 
-
.~~mw provideswfiden't tu.;;ds 
~'--1'1roper operation by the. board of the 
uiaUuia Sta ~uni who sh.8.ll . sopervisioo ot the' boUd.." ,:. . :.' ,'." ,."=:~'~ ~'~ : 
:l\("":'-·.. ·.!,.. "­ ·!~G!.l-;:.. -:,-~._ .' __ , __ ;,~;:....- . .. ~"'~.J ....<:,•..-....;:.;.i.(- ;l_. ", }:.:: . 
;. 
9 345. Donation.! and Joana; dlsposition of abandoned Joam 
A.. .The' boa:rd m&y solicit ~daccept funds, governmental· grants, donations,ana 
contributiollil of lands, buildingS; money, re.l:ie!, works of art, or other property on behalf 
of and as 8.dditiOllil to the museum either in the form of loaD..s or in the form of donations 
inter Vivos'or mortis causa,' or-may llCqu.ire them by purcltase, lease, or otherwise, gub~ 
to the terms;'Conditiori.,· Of liIilltation contained in the instrument by which such property 
is acqwr-ed. :. However, the board &hall be empowered and authorized to enter into any ana 
all cont:ract.s with any person, lender, or donor that it m&y deem fit, proper, and neceggary 
to accept and receive such Iands,buildings, money, relics, works of art or other property 
on behalf of and as additions .to,the mu.seum. 'The museum is specificaIly empowered to 
IerTe aB the beneficiary otany-public'truKt heretofore or' hereafter aeated for sud1 
purpoa.e. pursuant to the provisions of R.S. 9:2341 through &.S. 9-.2347.. " '~_ ~".":,::. >. 
- '. .. _ . _ _ .•. "'., _ .............. ~ .. '.. . ...... '; ~ .... . ~.. . •.. :.--.... , __ . __•• _ •• l.... , ,..n... _
 
': ~. -_The ho8.rd is granted the ailihority of decesSionWith resPecitO',ani ciilledioriS of 
the Louisiana State Museum and for suCh PurPose is specifically exempted fromtbe.laft . 
at the state relative to the aale or diapoaal ofll1l'plua property. ~ The board &hall.~ta.bliah 
poticie8 and procedures necessary'to e&rry ,out thill.,&uthority,In. 'an'o~erly ·ixia.:n,~ . 
conaistent with thesta.ndards' establiahed by the Americ:anAuociation; Q! ; Jr{ll8e~ 
except aB otherwise provided bi law:-:--:;_~:_· ..,':'~ ,.;>, ,~~~.:~.~-u",,;~: ~';:" .,.;-;::"~ W~ 
-'-C.'(1)-~·ip~-:;;hkh'7~:"~-:~.~~-th~'~ian&Sta~M~~ ~ 
loan or otherwise, and which ha.II been held by the museum for more than ten years, &nci 
to which no person has made claini &haIl be deemed to be abandoned and, notwithst:a.ndiDi' 
the provisions of Chapter 1 of Title XII of Book III of the Louisiana Civil Code, &haIl 
beroIIM! the property of the mu.seum, provided iliat the mu.seum b.as complied with the 
!ollowlng proviaions: ~;;<u.tJ. to'X'.'.: .",!.~ ..!, •• ,~c.",.,; ~;:. -. . "".:­
'(2) At 1esJIt once a week for tWo co~ w~'the mti.se~ ah.all publish ~U 
Ieut one newspaper of general circulation in the parish in which the particular museum 
b.c:ility is located. a notiee and liatina' of the property. The notice llh&l.l contain.::" _ .: 
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·(a) 'J'he ~ and I.ut mown ad~, if any, of the Ia8t known owner or depoeitor' r:rf 
the property; ..~:--:- '._~~:l'.·~·>~:; ..-; :. ' ; -'.- ." ~.' .. 
(b) A description of the propertT, and . '._ 
(c) A statement that if p~f~~ is Dot ~reseDted by theown~ in the mW3euInaild 
if the owner's right to receive imCh'property is Dot established to the satisfaction of the 
mW3eUID within sixty-five days from the date of the ll€COnd published notice, the property 
.will be deemed to be abandoned arid shall become' the property of the mW3eum..< .'--'. 
-' •••.••• :. • ".. •••.••• _ ....,"=~ .• ~:_.~~.: • -' •. ·:: ..... ·.1:-_ :'" .• "•. ~_, .. :;. :.1.:. ~.! _ .:.:..:..........c" '~:.;~ .. ";
 
· (3) Ii no valid claim has been made to the property within sixty-five .days from the date 
of the ll€COnd published notice, title to the propertyahall vest in the museum free from all 
cl.a.imB of the owner and all peWUs claimin go through or Under him. .. ~. ~ .,:;... -=-::::.-:..::.::.: 
• . \ ...•• _ • ,. • • .. ,I- , •.•.• ' :l...i..._ .. • _ 
y ; . ,0. , C .. 
er o( FunctiOn&: See -~~ -;~~~g" !o~ 'of \o~orinili:~' t~~'o{' do'citi~nS<: 
:.~::' :SV] A.b:e.! 
... 
Act.l5 1 o. 396,§ 3 following R.5. 25.341. ,. vivOB or when necessary tD acquire me b-y 
• •• ." • - 0- ., __.'""t' J,lh
19&3 Amen . Rewrote the ~on, whicll . purchase, lealle, or otheI'W15e. ',:. _;.,..;,,,,, 
previously read.: '" . . "B.; The ~ is' th~ '~~i.h.;;·rtY·:;f 
"~ 345. Donations and ..... ' c·' .dea.cee3sion· with res tD any collections of the 
"A.. ·The board may accept buildings, Louisiana Sta eum and for such purpos.e.ia 
money. relics, works of art, or other p on spccifi empted from the laws of the sute 
behalf of and as additioll1l tD the mu.sell.lll3· rela tD the s.ale or dL'lposal of surplus proper­
tbu in the form of loans or in the' fonn of The board shaJl'establi,gh policies and proce­
donations inter vivos or mortis causa or d necessary to carry au t this au thority in an 
them by purchase, lease, or otherwise' ·tided, orderly er. _ . . -'. ·,.'Co ~ . .. ~.',0 ..; 
however, that the board shall be powered and In the i.ert 0 e SfftioO as amended by ACOl 
&utiMlrized to enter into and all co 0 t::ra.cts, 1983, No. 687,·§ I, following .changes were 
with any per80n, le ,or donor that it may rrulde on authority of :253: in 3UMe<:. A, 
deem fit and r, neces&ary to accept and "rnay" was in3ertk<! preceding uire"; in par. 
~ive a cis, buildings, money, relics, Qll, "of Book m" was inserted fo . '7itle 
wor art or other property on behalf of and XlI"; and Donsuhstantive punct:uation. es 
additiollll tD the musell.lll!l,whether in .the were made. 
• - • _ . •• ~:J.,. ~. ~ 
§ m. U~ of m~um'8 collections _ c~.:o-C ~ 
The collections of the museum may be lent in part subject to approval by the. board. 
The office of the state mW3eum'shall insureproper.saieguards for their maintenance.a.nd 
return and "hall insure til.at proper records are kept.',The collections shall be available ,for 
the UBe of educational projects, subject to the apprO'val of the board."<.~.:'c .~ ~~;':; ~.~:,-: 
. ..' ,. ,. .,. .' .. "" .. 
nded by Acts 1976, No. 396, § I, . Y 1,1 ct'! 1. . .:'~ ~)-. ~:..:,.~,J;~ 
" ~·o(:~ction.a:·-see·no~ concerning. -:·kep~i.inie-~ sh.a.lI make 8uch coiJecti~·'or 
Acta 1 o. 396, § 3 following R..S. 25.3..n. 'a.rtic!es available for' the use' of . cation&l 
1983 Amen . t:: In the section he&ding, de- . pro~, subject to the supe of a proper 
leted "SCope of the nseum;"; and rewrote the committee of the board." .. 
," .: ....,. :-<f:-. 
aection, which prev1oWl .. ,·..:~i~~:::~ _~'._~.r---:;,..-L-- -- ..:. .... ,,~ ,". 
eoDect:ions 
• W L ; The 
primarily 
"B. 
ll&Dce 
H 3-t7. 
A 983, No. /l87, provid.ed fOf' the ddetioo .tml .~n6es crt the ~o t
 
provisiona for ah&ndoned tundiollll and inae- R«re&tioo &nd Touriam.. .. . .
 
. 'r ':" l' .... _ 
§ Wi. ',Scope of the muU .._" .. 
'l'.;·~< ~. . ~_.J .... '_~.d~ r -=-:'- • - ~~~'-i :')t.-~ . . 
Loui8iana Sbite MnseUIllNJtl&J..I 
an hiJltorical musenm devoted 
col1ection, p.rese fVll tion, and exhibiticD 0 f ob· 
'cr! &rt, documentll, ~, and the like, reia 
ine' to the !WIto ry and culture 0 f Louis' 
The CODectiollll of the mU3e 
len t in part a t the dilIcre tion of ~.-oo1U'11, 
.haII insure proper M.fe<11, ..M111V'f 
and return and proper reconis ue 
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'.,Prior to ~ FLS. U~7 1fU o er R.S, U:M8, enact«i by Acta 19'79,
Act!l 1976, No. 896 .' No. , •'. ted u R..3.J ••••' ... 
. 25:349 OD authority of R.S . 
.... ,.::, ,~:.. ; . :.':::: ;.:\1,:: lc:.:~1fY""':(I.::.~· ':'t'·f1:lt.j~'L~'~l: .~".,;-,. 
§ ~M9 .. 0>mmen:lal l~'; New Orl~ rnnch Q~r' State MuUum Board luu 
.:.. , ·.title to or custody or pouesalon of .:._; ::" ,'::'" .- . 
/- ' •.. - .-.' -, ,.1,": _." .;; .... ;. .. ~.:.: •.:..:..:.;..\.-;:-~:._ ~ .....:.: .... : ~._ .. 
: .Notwit.h.standing anyproviBions of law. to the contrary, and in particular the proviilions 
of R.S. 41:1212, the board of directors.of the LooiaianaState Museum is authorized to 
le&ae for"any purpoSeB ·otheithari·oi!, 'gag; 'or'othertnineral developmimt,-conimercial .i 
~-witbin or on the proPerties 10Cated in the New Orleana' F'renchQuarter which the 
board has title to or clliltoo,y'or possession 'of, witiiiiu'f8.dvertiBirig for -arid receiVing public 
bids for such lea.Ses,provided that 8uch'1e&&eli are' Iie-gotiated for and executed aCcording 
to the te.rms and CQnditionScontained in thiB Section.. ,.~.. -'~-'. ' ~. ", . ~ 
-.-~ :",,'- "'-."' ... - -.- _.... _ ",_..• -,'1' _. Il.,.. ... ~-.-..c ~i.J -_.:.~ .':";';~'.;':';"H.:G._ .~;:":"'..i:J1::::S1 
'.-= (1) The board 8hall establish acomprehellilrve pl.8..zi·of usage iuidlease'prog-r.un for the 
commercial space within-or onthe properties located in the New OrleanB French Quarter 
which the board has title to or cUstody or possession of. The plAn shall (a) be compatible 
wTtb the historic n.amre of the museum properties; (b) establish criteria for the ac~pt­
&nee or rejection of lease application; (c) be presented at a public meeting of the board 
wTtb prior noti~ that such plan will be discmaed at such meeting by public advertisement 
at least once no more than ten 'daysbefore such' m'eeting is held;' and (d) be available to 
the public, in writing, upon -.rruesl ..." ,. '- .... ',--. - .c -'" - _ .. :, ..: ••....'..•, .~,••c•.•..,_. 
6""'1 :.--...:-·J:..-......:~-:~~....t.;: ..,.~~.1 '_ " _ 
. (2) No ~lier than one month "Iilie~ the adoption of 8uch plan, the board shall review 
applicatious for commercial leases at a public meetinga.fter notice that such applications 
will be accepted at 8uch meeting by public advertisement at least once no more than ten 
cia 8 before 8uch tin· h ld.. . ' .... :~ ....~ ......, ... ,...... '.-,''-'' '. y . wee gIBe '.-'. _'.~ :.'.~?':'1.:. ~; '._!: .•_":: ~. ... ::.:.... 
(3) No earlier than ·cin;;·~~ntha.tte~ receivirig -8~Ch Co:~erCial1ease applicitiorL9 the 
board shall render its decision to' accept, reject, or defer such 'commercial lease appiiC3.­
tious at a public meeting after prior noti~ that 8uch decision will be rendered at such 
meeting by public advertisement at least on~ no more than ten days before such meeting 
is held.. . . ~:-:-' ..~: ~,.::'" .';'~~I.~flf'~>:.: "'!!~' J:::::./. ::: j ~ 
~~(4)ln' Iruiking its decisio·n r uie·bQ8.i-d 8h3.ll·d~teriii.iD.eTa)the-fin&nCiaI qilalifiC3.tionB of 
·,applica.nts;·(b) the compatibilitY 'of tile' proPosed lease With the historic integrity;'stl'tle­
tnre. and safety of the prope'rty; the 'relAtiOllilmp-of the 'propoSedeomme.icialleasewith 
oilier commercialleaseg on the property; and (c) the unPact of the jjroPosM lease on the 
historie c.h.a.racter of the neignborhood in whic.hthe properties are' located. -'t The board 
-ahall .fix terms and establish minimum rental fees a:adetermined..in the comprehensive
'';'lanof Usage......~~ ~ ~::;:"~ij(:: ~.~;;:.:::..~}i~-~~~,~:-C;~.~~~l}~~~'~-;~".:~::~~_~~ 
The following ·determin.&te8Tare illuStrative and riot exclwUve~::;;'-;;.:..~:;. .'- ":. ~:..:. 
. • - -,- -_.' '. -" .........., ... 1 ....... ~J""'"...- ~f'I$-o - -1 - •.-::;"' 1 <··1": ' "'-",~,p.. ",-_ .
 
.~ (5) The board shall accept n~ applications from nor shall it approve 'any Jea.se With a.ny 
.boud member or his spouse or clllld or any person.a! which be is 8.n ~officer, direc:tor, 
trutee, partner, or employee-,'or. of which he b&8 a substantial penonal economic interest, 
'&.8 -diBtinguished from thatOf.. a.. gen'erai ciW or'g'en~ .group.·o(j>eisO·oS,':.6f..whiCh_he 
may!>t: reasonably expected to .know.:...:. _. ~~~.~.:. ~~~ c·{~~,;<-:.J.e·r:fr~::.....::r:.:2~--:·.~~ 
:::}(6) 'All';;~ercisJ ~"~~~~'edb~'- the--~'~~~-; ~~~-b~the~tci)~ 
_~ and no IeaBe shall be;finally approvedby._~_hoard.nnleu.approvedby ~ 
.:~_e~ .~eral.&.8_toJ?~_ ~~!.eg-ali!J.. : ~._~,::: ~:'::~ :::...:.; :..-!~...:::~.iS:;' :_:-r 
"\ ~ . " . 
. ~ '. 
ThiA ~n. OnglIIJltl~~,;ea u R.S. 25:348. R.S. 25:350 and 25:3511J'~~ffilly. on the A.lIloe 
W beeT;l. r-edelrigna.ted 'on R.S. . antho . 
24~. 
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150.	 Residen tial ~; Nelf 0rle1UlJl French QuartH; .state MllUam· BOaici h.U 
title, ~y, or po~on .. .~~ ;~ . ,.'.~ .~~ . ~-.. _-.;. 
Notwithstanding any provisiorul of law to the con~, and in parti~'th~'p~visi;M 
of R.s. 41:1212, the board of di:rectnrs of the Louisiana Sta~ Mugeum. is hereby. 
authorize<! to lease for any residential purposes, residential8p~ within-the LOwer 
Pontalba Building of which the board h.as tiUe to or C\l3tody or posae.ssion of. without 
advertiBing for and receiving public bidE for such leas€3, provided that such leases are 
negotiated for and executed according to the t.erms and conditioD.B-Bet forth androntained 
in this Section.. ' .,.:-:':..',:,,> .. '~~ __ ~~·~.~.-X7:'':~':~r:T .:-:::-')l.l.:::; 
; (i) Th~ ~ shall ~ive -appiicatiollB '-£rOm';priVa-te'indiJdUalsonly-l f~r'i-eSideii~ . 
lea.&es.in the Lower Pontalba Building, and sb..allapprove 'or re'jec·t'liilCh applieati6'rui 'oUed.'i 
on the financial qualifications and prior leaSe experience of 8ucil.appliCants.~~;1n-/- :S:~~f':' 
..... -- .... ":.- - : ".:. , "',- ."j "." ,- '"-.rn .~:: .. _..~.;~: ..... :' :-~cL."': . ..... , .... ,.:,.~ 
'.:(2) Approved applicatioll3' shall bepl.aCed on' file a.ceDrdirigto the 'datere<:eiVed -iDa ' 
applicants Bballbe shown available residential lease space according-"to' order 'of receipt ;~ 
Upon declination or disqualification of an' applicant., the bOard :shaD 'show'available . 
residential lease Spa.c£ to the next applicant in order of receipl' .The board may remave 
Uly applicant from the file who has dedined the opportunity to lease. on two or more . 
occasions. j _ .... ,". - " ._. .', '") 
Added by Acts 1979,No, 581, § 1, efL July 18,1979.,' 
. ­
This section, ori~y enacted a.'l RS. 2.5:349, '., .-, "';" ,; ~ 
h.s..a been redesiRTIat.e<l all RS 2.5:J50 on author.­
ty o( RS. 24:253. 
l ., , .... - .. 'J, .........

- - ,: . - '--. 
§ 351.	 Lea.se of Old Unite<! Stat.eg Mint - . '. - .., 
'The provisions of any other law, and in particular the provisions of Part I of Chapter 10 
of TiUe 41, to the rontrary notwithstanding, the board of directors of the Louisiana Star.e 
MU3elllD is hereby authorized to negotia~ a lease for approximately six thousand square 
feet of space on the third floor of the Old United States Mint in New Orleans .with a 
nonprofit his torical research library whOBe purposes are to collect, preserve,. and make 
available manll.'lcripts and boob relating to the b..i.story of ethnic and racial minorities in 
the United States for the purpose of ronverting the space intD a. library and archives and 
making same available to the public for study and scholarly researclLTheboard is 
further authorize<! to enter into such lease for such property for the foregoing 'pUrpOses 
Uld in accordance with sucb term.s and rondi tions as the boarddeeID.8 to be in the bes. 
interest of the lessor without the necessity to advertise for and receive bidE as provid~ 
for in Part I of Ch.ap~r 10 of TiUe 41 for other leases, provided t.h.at a final determination 
to en~r into any such lease-shall be m.ade in open meeting of the "board after public 
advert:i.sement at least once no more than ~ndays before such open meeting is heid.. 
Notwithstanding the provisions herein, the term-of the initial lease{s) sh.a.ll not exceed ten 
years and any leaae{s) eXecuted hereunder shill not be tr-aDsferable to anysubl~_ 
A.dded by'Act2l1979 No. 270 § 1 e'ii.Juiy·10, 19"i9.'':''.:.--:-:-:'''':-;~'''..::''·::-::= -"._ .. ;--.C,--,­
, ~: ... ", ..... \ .1 Jot· .. ::~ ..\; '.=. ~~' \ . I .: . r '';'', :':: ';'~ 't ~._~. t~,.;'1tTI~:::..2·.:i.f..:J.'~S~U-~·~ 
:This aect:ion, origic.tlly enact.e<l &! RS .. 25:349, . Uhnlr,- Rdermeu .': ",": -,,: :; ''': 
hu been red~ignated &8 RS. 23:351 on anthon- ) '_LA States pBS.'" ' - '," • - ,,­
ty of RS, 24:253. -.;.,.', . CJ's. States ~ ,li5.:!.,_,... :.... ,. .3 ,.. ,.';­
_.: ~> .~.~ .':' ::.:~':. .- .... ,--: .~·;:,~~~:~·;~~~.~~~·i~~-~5~~~-.:~~·~:.;.~·:'~ -'~ 
§ 352. -LotiliJiana State M um-Shrevenort-:\J.:.. '. ';' , o:~. ,j. ~,'~- . -;-~.-:".--:--use . !'.., .~'':'; L'-~:::" .~w...: .:-.....c~~,~ ...::::.:~::-.:!.l.:.r: 
The Louisiana Sta~ Museum-8hreveport is part of the LOuisiana -Sta~ 'Mu.seuni and 
under the jurisdiction and control of the office of the sta~ museum of the Department of 
Culture, Recreation and Tou.riBm.Tbe offi~ shall be respoMible .for the operation of the 
mnaeum and for its eollectiollil and erlUbibl. :--=-.::..-:.:..c_,_ - .,:::J'_ , . 
.,,;..:.: 
-.- "1'.'" . 
Added by Act2l 1m No. 511, § 1. 
" ._,
....................... , ........... .- .......­~ 
Sect:ioc 5 of Ac:u l.982, No, 511 provided: hereafter the IDtulenIC ah.&JJ be called the Louisi­
lb.e name crt tM LouiBian.& StaU' Exhibits .-a.n.a StaU' ),(ua.e~Tl!pOrt." - - - , 
. . 
- -- - ., ....}{~	 at Slrr-evepon Is hueby clang'eci &nci 
11:i 
..
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Ll..!HtA.Kl L:; MOW ~ LJ ~ L U 
u..-r idtf tDOIIi .. " 
~ P(.5., 88, ~ et ~ .. 
GJ..5... Stm:s H 19, M, 82, 136, 147, 156. 
;. ~ 
-., .. . . 
i 1S3. Ok! StakCapltol ..: .. " - _.. _.. ~1 
A.... The Old State Capitol is part of the Louisiana State MU&eum.,is dedic:atedto war, 
t"&nm of Loui&iana, and is designated as a multi-purpose !&cility to be tLSed both aa-: 
oftir:e5 fur Tete:rans organizations and the Department 0 f Veterans' Affairs, and aa",~ 
w;semn 'The 0 ffi<:e 0f the aute mUlleum 0f the Departmen t 0 f CuIturt!, Recreation and" 
Touri.olm !hI] be respollilible for management, 8uperviEion, and control of the Old Sta~' 
CI.:¢ol J.Dd fur itlI collections' and e.x.h.ibits: i_~-;·. ' .." .. ".... ,_,~,,;~:~ 
R.. The ~ot tnes~te~~e~ sh<ill ;erf~"~~d ~en:ise all ~~e~",-"d~ti~, 
frrrrfrm, uxi respon.sibilities of the Old State Capitol Memorial Cornrnission, which' 
crrnmis.-s):-,n ..-as aboIished and its functiotLS transferred tAl the secretary 0 f the Depart-­
ment af. Culture, Recreation and Touri..sm by the Executive Reorganization .. ~..e:t- .. -_-~ 
c.. The Department 0 f Veterans' Affairs 9hall be housed within the Old State Capitol 
I:D additioo to any other apace allocated to the Departmen t 0 f Veterans I Affairs in the 0 ld 
Sw.e UpiwL the basement of the Old State Capitol is hereby dedicated for tLSe as o~ 
fuc ~ arga.niza.tions and the Department of Veterans' AHairs. The office of the 
sate musemn &hall allocate and provide sufficient office sp~ within the Old State 
Ca.p[tol to eJ.cil federally chartered ve terans' organization without cost or c.harge.. "~ 
~ by ~ 1982, No. 511, ~ 1.. Amended by ACt3 1986, No. M2. § 1.. 
1_ I~ Ubnry Rdue.n~ 
The l.986 Irnextmmt, in rohsec C. iMerted I Sta.tes pBS, 92 et 3eq. 
a=md ~ CJ..5. 3ta~ §§ 147, 156. 
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{I.I{,II. '1e!p 1 gl'J('n thai the Ollice of the S:.::~ r.luseu , 
ad p ed :tw ! J" jo, !ollows 
Tille 25 
CULTURAL RESOURCES 
Part III Of lice of Slate Museum 
Chapter 1. Putilc Access 
§103 Building Rental Policy 
The [oclolana Slale Museum IS respcnslble lor the oreserva­
tion 01 Ihe historiC buildings placed In liS care and Ihe collections 
conlalned Wlllln he buildings In order to meel this responsibility the 
Board of OireclOrs of the Louisiana State Museum has adopted the 
following policy for use of the Museum'S facilities for lunctions not 
sponsored by the Louisiana State Museum. 
A Requests for Usage 
Requesls will be considered from 
1. nonp':llit organizations with purposes similar to the educa­
tional and histencal museum purposes of the Louisiana Slate Mu­
seum: 
2 oHiClai governmental agencies for governmental functions: 
J grou:Js and individuals whose proposed usage does not in· 
valve commerCIal or polittcal promotion or fundralsing and whose us­
age IS. in the oDlnion of the Museum Board. not In conilict with the 
purpose of the LouIsiana State Museum 
B Procedures 
1. ReQuests will be considered from 
a eli~!ble organlzatlons/agencles/groups/individuals for recep­
tions and Similar functions numbering no more than 500 oersons and 
occurring during non-public hours: 
b. eligible organizallons/agencies/groups/individuals for bUSI­
ness meetings. lectures and slide presentations numbenng no morC' 
than 200 persons and occurring during non-public hours: 
c. eligl81e organizations/agencies lor busmess meetings. lec­
tures and slide presentations numbermg no more than 100 persons 
and occurrmg dunng public hours 
2 The museum director is authorized to approve usage of the 
building within the provisions of this policy, in addition 10 museum­
sponsored programs/lunctions. 
3. Reo~esls for usage of the buildings that do not clearly canoe 
within thiS POllO'I Will be submitted to the Museum Board's Buildings 
ana Grounds Committee. The committee will make a recommendation 
to the museum board for final action 
4. The museum board will deny an application if. In the boarcis 
opinion the proposed usage would endanger the museums building 
and/or collections or interiere with ItS interpretive exhibitions and other 
programs 
5. The rnuseum board may waive the tax-deductib!e gif1 dona­
tion ',',hen the board determines that to do so would be in the best 
IOtereSl of the museum. 
6. Base service charge fees Will not be waived fo: ~:n-museum 
funCllons 
7. The rnuseum does not provide catenng services. Host orga­
nlZcllons must :Tlake arrangements with the caterer 01 Ihelf chOice 
The museum reserves the fight to relect caterers that do not comply 
vllth Ihe mus,,~.~ S Instructions concerning proper care 01 museum 
foc;l;les. 
8 f.,'1 rE~~eSIS must be submitted 10 wflting prior 10 Ihe antlcl­
patej :unctlcn.- suillclcni time (14 days) to allow for proper planning. 
CDorClnailon c-.: CC!liC:'-::on 01 the necessary wrltlen acreerr?'lL 
i 
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The Louisiana State Museum 
By-LaIJs 
Article I 
The Louisiana state Museum Bo~rd sr.a~~ function 0~Ce: 
the provisions of Title 36 oE the Louisiana Revised Statue~ a~~ 
Act 774 of 1980 establishing t~e duties, po~e~s and 
responsibilities of the Louisiana State ~useum BOard. 
Article II 
The officers of the Louisiana StaLe Museum BOard s~~~_ 
consist of Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary, Assistant 
Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer. ~he officers a: t~e 
Board shall be elected by a majority vote of the BOard and serve 
for terms of t",o years. Officers shal~ continue to serve ~~t~~ 
successors are elected. 
Article III 
The Chairman shall presloe over all meetings of L~e 
Louisiana state Museum BOard and in the Chairman's abse~ce ~~e 
\-­ Vice Chairman shall preside. The Secretary shall certify c~l
'.J 
minutes of the Board and in the Secretary's absence the 
Assistant Secretary shall certify the minutes. The Treasurer 
shall serve as Chairman of the Wil~iam I:jy T:ust Comm:t~2e =~= 
shall advise the Board on all matters :elated to receipts c~~ 
disbursements of the Irby Trust commercial and resident:2~ 
leases of the Lo"'er Pontalba 2uilding of the ~ouisiana StoLe 
Museum. ~n the Treasurer's absence the Assistant Treasure: 
shall make such reports. 
Article IV 
:he Louisiana State ~~se~~ =cc:= s~all mee~ on ~~e =~_~_ 
Wednesday of each month and at ot~er ~~~es that the Chai:mc~ ~o! 
dee~ necessary. All meetings of :he ~0uisicnc state Museum 
30ard sha~l conform to all lawS :e~at~ve to me2tings cf ~u~~:c 
boards. 
Article V 
T~e Exec~tive Committee J: :~e ~ouis~cnc ~t2te ~use~~ 
3card shall consist of the Boa:~'s o=:~ce:s and ~~o ~emters 
elected by a majority of the coard. 
Article VI 74 
The Executive Committe~ s~all b~ auth~r~z_~ ~~f~ 
action on behalf of the Board in cases ~he[e actio. C5~~C~ :~ 
~ostponed until the next regularly scheduled Boare ~e~~:~:. 
Actions of the Executive Committee shall be voted on b! ~~_ 
Board meeting immediately Eol:o~i~g s~ch action. 
Article VII 
The Board shall ap;;~::lt by mcjority vote a _ :~=~S~:Qr-I'=::'~ 
Director of the Louisiana Sta:e ~useus ~ho shall se~ve a~ 
Executive and Administrative O:~icer of the Board a,ld S;-le~~ 
discharge all o~erational, mc~~~enance, administrative anc 
executive functions of the Board. The Director shall serve 25 
an unclassified state em~loyee Cl d as '-he Assistant Se,=::-e:=.::-! o~ 
the Office of the state Museum. The Director may be :emcvec :or 
cause only after a hearing by ~he EOeIC. 
Article VIII 
There shal~ be five S:~nd~~g Cc~mit~ees of the Lo~~s~~n2 
St~~e Museum Board. ~hese C:~~~~~e~s s~cll .3cv~se ~~c 3c==: 
~c~te~5 gertain:~q ~o the C~~~~~~Ee's p5:~ic~lc= a:~= -­
concern. All Standing Commi::e~s shall consist oE ~i';e ~~~:~:~ 
A Committee Chairman a~~oinced by the Chairman of the ~U5e~~ 
t-- Board, four members selecced j! the Committee Chairmen. 
Committee Chairmen shall be me~be~s of the Louisiana S~3:= 
Museum Board. All Committee appointments, exce~t the C~2~r~c~ 
o~ the William Iroy Trust Commi~:ee, ~ho shall be ~he ~:~=s~=2r 
0: the 50ard, shall be a9pr,Jv2':' '::;'1 2 majo~i:! "/ot:? ,,,.= - =,:=::-:.. 
Any member of the Soare 0: Di::-ec:ors . C 2U::::,'':::~=== 
2ttend Executive Session o~ c~! :~e sta.:lcing CO:i1m:'-::-::=::.:: 
c::e Board. 
~ 
~ ~ -- - ­­
3C2:-C Shall be: 
To advise the Muse~~ =~c== ~~ 2~~ 2C=2~~:~~~~~: 
de=cces5~oning, purc~ases, :':3:-:5, e::e c~;-,.se:··/2::'c)1. -- ­
Lcuisiana State Museum's mUS2~~ c~~iec~ions one ~u:'~~:'~c~ 
-
---:--; 
...,
-
- -
-
- -
­
~L:seum's end grouncs 
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3. Bueget Commit ee 
To advise the ouisiana Stat= Muse'lm BOard on 
related to the preparation, submittal, and approval = 
Louisiana State Museum's annccl operations and Capit-l 
Budget requests. 
4. Educction Comm::tee 
To advise the Louisia~a state ~use~m Board on 
matters related to the Museum's educatio al programs 
S. William irby Trust Committee 
~o advise the Louisic~a state Museum Board on ~le 
operations of the William Irby Trust inclucing receipts a~c 
disbursements, commercia_ anc residential leases and on =:~e: 
matters relative to the eE:ic:ent opera:io~ of the Willi=~ _ 
T:ust. 
Article IX 
The Chairman shall be authorizec t~ appoint Spec~=~ 
Committe~s ~ith the approval oE a majority of the Boare. 
(-- Chairman and members of Special Committees mayor may nc: ~c 
members of the Louisiana state Museum Boare. 
VArticle A 
A majority of the 30a:d shall C8r.SL:~U~2 a G~8:~~ --­
the t:a~saction of official :~siness. A~~ of:icial ac:i=~s -­
the Boa:j shall require the c:firmative vote of a majc:::" -­
the memDers present and vot:~~ OL a puc~ic ~ee::~~ _ 
Chairman or Vice Chairman. 
ArLicle XI 
XII 
Motions to amenc these E!-~aws c=~~O( ~e 
'--
'_ 
.
.:e :eq~~3rly scheduled 60a:~ meet ins =:~~~wi~~ 
meetinc the motion '.,'25 :nace 
'-­
76 
Article XIII 
Roberts Rules of Orde~ (Revised) shall sove:n t~e 
conduct of the Board meetings. The Chairman, ~ith the cc~~~~: 
of the Board, shall appoint a Parliamentarian ~ho ~i~l a~';~SE 
the presiding officer on questions of procedure in t:ansac~~~c 
the business of the Board meetings. 
Amended:	 4/1/82 
2/5/86 
4/9/86 
6/4/86 
9/7/88 
77
 
Office of State Museunl 
organlwlLonal Chart 
[ GOVC7ic::f FJ.~' 'N.~" 
LL Guvernor 
"kUn:l1~~ 
Sc:Lruy I1XRn 
~l-n: H. I-filnm 
Dc-/cioprncnl :rOY:Ml 
Rdx:CCl CWl"OlCC: [":1JI)(V Dlf~:cr .-\Cn1l11ISmUVe AssistJn< 
?...~Jtlc (.. ~t.:=".:J1 .Y\:uv C. L.o.'<= 
,\tJJi<eoni'jPR 
Cbut: II. ~nJwn 
DiVIsion of Public Prognms 
T~.': :'..:Jhoru 
I\drrn.n~a-:.con ::no Op=:J.ooPs 
~IK. 3L--::l 
CommunIC:(lOnS 
Gudding Usc 
ClShie,,; 
Spc-~JJ f':tJ.:c:::s 
E.uuDloons 
SiuC::lDcn 
,\omlnIS;:-J;::',,: 
Accounll.1g 
1\t1Jlnle;'lJnC~ 
CUSioOlJJ 
S~,:"r.::: 
i-::"'· ... c:~ 
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SPECIFIC TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF INTERN
 
The following tasks and projects were completed by the intern: 
1. Special events conceptualization, planning and 
coordination: 
* arranged, contracted, costumed and coordinated 
entertainers, historic interpreters and actors 
* finalized arrangements with police, Vieux Carre 
Commission, and Parks and Parkways Commission 
* Processed all ticket and auction sales and kept 
financial records 
* designed exterior decorations 
* assisted in invitation design and production 
2. Marketing and Public Relations Initiatives: 
* participated in all meetings on marketing 
materials; visitor guides, poster, brochures 
* coordinated photo shoots, media tours, vampire 
movie shoots, Morning Show 
3 0 Promotional Initiatives: 
* wrote numerous press releases, media alerts and 
public service announcements. 
* produced programming fliers 
* produced Historical Perspectives (Foundation 
newsletter) 
4. Other: 
* trained all cashiers and developed related 
materials for use with new computerized registers 
* researched visitor survey methodology. 
80 
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Please visit these other Louisiana State \Iuseum 
landmarks: 
The Presbytere 
Originally intended 3.5 a home for the pncsls 0- S ' LouI' 
LJlhedr3..i. tf,e buiiding now houses pcrmaIle:lI and chan(:­
ill" exhibil,) on Louisiana hislOrv and culture, Current 
e.xhJoilions Inciude me TreasureS or the Louisiana Slalc 
\tluseurn. :niiil2,' 2-nci manlime ISlOrv. rnrtr;:U1S. cos ,.~s 
2-nd marc, Lcc2[~ on Jackson ~auarc, 
The Old l:.s. \lint 
The olciest ~xisG..1g l'S \lim bUlidin2. i.h.is large I no;,::!::: 
nnw house, i ,e \Ius urns popui2-r ~,\J1ibiljons on j ZL c.r.c 
\ brdi Gr.l.S, :~~ UISlan3 I- ISlo:ic:Ji _emer, an J.fC~j '. e 
Uf map~ J:l0 ~c:c~menlS. IS :1.1,0 bere -'00 Esolanaoc ,'\'. c 
The 1850 House. Lower Pontalba Building 
liS recr~3r~::: ::":ll~cclJum lawn home. IOCJlej In U:;: 
8~roness Ponro2 S famous ro\\' house,on J;.K~.son S",LJIC 
lumis' .ej '\1U 2; lraCLS .enec::ng \e'-' Orie:.ms mid<.:!c 
.13." lire~:', ,;:5 ~~.-:ng Ule 1110,t Jroscc:ous lli':le In Uic 
'::l~ s hi'lcr. ~ __. )2..lnt. nn::it 
-\11 museum prooenies are open 
Tuesday-SundaY from lU 3.m. - ~ p.m. 
f-:el To CUler Dlusrr:Hion 
1.	 L0UISI:.ulJ inu:.ln 
J~:m·Bar.I';ie '-~ .\ I,,, c. 
S!~'~:r ~e BI~~\ IIJ~ 
30r:JDJ.r.~ 
.\ 1J.f~~~~n\.' ri~:':'"....1r: .....:. 
_. c:::~~~J..i .':"':'"'.U~~'.\ J~,-'.,.' .. 
'.	 S!;!1ln~ .': :.r:c 
~...)tl!5I:ll1J ?'..:;-,::1..:..':.-. 
_.~~·n.>x::,-.'-'~~ 
~.	 =:J~'> ':1 .. : -.':'. ~ " 
). ?~.:!'!!;:!:\'I: :-:::-::.:;.: 
.IJ. -.= :::-:::..:..: .:".: ~ . -..... 
~l. S.)h..lll~\.)r: ""'l:rl~;:' 
:.:. \ I.:r.~ ,-_' ~~:' 
~:.; . .\L..})t::.);~:... : -:::_:; .. :: .....~';!y-,: '-~,~ 
,7 ,1J:.L l-l. ;UiJJII "".'~~'l 1:. ~cra..lfl \\,~:~, ...;;-,:: .. 
-	 - ..... ~ 
-'------­
Louisi3.U3 Sl3Li' \luseum 
PU 8L)\ =~~ 
\:c'x Ur!=~:ib. ~.:.. -'n-,:, 
PllOne: I_~\L'. ";~~'''')()' F~\ :'c:~-''''-'nJ 
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\,\ rSI (elcome to the Cabildo. This building was built om 200 years a20 \I h,n \ ',I I L ., ~ , I b h ' \. '/;\ I, OUISlana was owned by ~paIn, You can earn more a out t e C3bllu r,' 
by lookin2 at the exhibit next to the visitors l desk. 
You are about to take a trip back in time, On your voyage you \rill meet thE: peor it 
who inOuenced the histon of Louisiana. Amon2 them WIll be soldiers. pirates, indians.
. ~ 
generals. entertainers and ordinary people. Here you \vililearn their storie~ . , i.lrit, ,n 
\var. great discoveries. disasters. hardships Jna awesome adrentures. 
This is ,\our trip: you rick the road ,\OU \\3nt to travel and see the thin~' ;.f)L1 ·.i~i~; 
to see. Here are some maps to help yOLl ~jnci .\our \\'II 
and a fe\\ puzzles to challenge your minci, (1)IOr 
the pictures if ~ou like. and sho\\ liS .\our besI 
"i\ork. Enjo.\' ~'Ollr trip ... Jnd aon~ 
~et lost in time: 
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.\luSlum !Juiltlillg.'): 
Till l'rlsl>vtcrl 
Discoyer Ihe "Treasure'" <1f Ihe LrllJl;l.1n., :llelle 
.\·1uscum plus JisplaY~. oj moue hOed, ·."m; 
p,llmings. phologrjlplJ<;. :1lld n t\(-' i ,)(J1C:J on 
Ja(bon Square 
Tile Old L.S. Mint 
L ':Iril :tli .lDOUI \lard, Gr:!> ':1t"U'~~ _ ".l.:co': •. 
1'.lratk ,·i<1:1ls. Jcwclr;', "Ihrow, -- ~ ":1 L.lu 
":f}l' nUlS~ er;:·· <!fl(J hear -- 1 l'.~ ::::):~,,~: 11 .JZ7 
JOO E'iplanad Avc. 
The 1850 House 
L:xplore whal life was like for f;lmlll"'~ ,i .. mg :n 
"C'x Orleans before Ihe C,yil \Var :r.! S f:!Inou$ 
home: uon', miss tile nurscr\', ii!kti,'1111 c:ltldrcn.' 
I()\'; f veslervear. 523 Saini ..\nr. 51. 
.\11 Louisiana Slale ,'v!useum buildings are FREE 
to children 12 and under anu are open Tuesua-' 
lhru Sunday. from to a.m .. 5 p.m. Call to find 
out about special guided lours and olher pro­
~rams for voun~ people and for classroom usc. 
KE\ TO <'11\ FR It.LlSTI< \ ill)' 
, ..'
 
•• I ~ '.I ,If ·~.!I i
 1. LoUISI.lfI.J. :nGl:ln 
Jc:m-aJC1.l.S:C: l, ~I"\'l:::.
-=--- _l..( 
Sicur c~ 3lenvlh, 
- :: ~i'li 2f-~", ~~:~ E:mpcrcr .'"JooJeon
.' r= 
oonapJ.ne 
\IJI'::::: ...' ~k~:lr.~:··': 
_. GC:1 f'1J A:--,..;rew bC"l\,~tlr. 
'l. ..)lgnLn~·( :"'":t' 
LOUISI1nJ rJf1:hJse 
''::'orcocr.cne 
') "j1>..(: le:l (:J~~ IhJ: nJ\ C 
:)>l..... n ~\~; L':'UISfJ.nJ 
:~;... -.•' ·.4 (", Pl:mt..:ll:::n nerHJ~e·.~1 _ 
·1J. <..ic:nt1.111 JCcorolun 
.~~ i j. ulomon ~on.huo 
'.~_L . -;-1 \lme ~\eJl,; 
i': \ItSSb~;::'!Jl )1t".l:r.:"<JJ: 
--.­ I' :IJG~ 7.:uro 
'of 1crdJ..1 .\o(ll(':io o:u:":'l 
: CJ ~t"::Qnsc-.,;ctlon ;'o.::-':..:xJ 
- .\iricJ.n· ..... menc:::IJl SOHJ1Cf l 
.:! P::n r-:·";.:hln 
Louis!::!n::! StJle .\luseum 
r.o. 90.< :.;.JS 
.'\C\.... \Jnc.J.l\s. :".\ -J:-

Phor.~ .~o":',::S·c-~t~ :=.'X .: .. ,,..l, ...
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (:"'1)·1) =-'i,."'-';~)7= 
R.-~storin;] the state Mus~um/s Grown Jewet 
New Orleans could do little more thim wa[c helplesslY ,"s unc at its greatest treas r'5 
was devastated bv flames on .\I1av 11, 1988. TI1 C bildo is one of the most historic buiiciines ~;t 
, . ­
the country and the c nterpiece of the Louisiana Stale Museum's collection of landmark 
proDerties. The Cabildo embodies Louisiana's 2!lSe of seif H r d struction was unimaginabie 
The Cabildo is wher the LOUlsiana r rc z,se transfer took place in 1803; where he 
Louisiana Supreme Court mer to adjudicate such andmark cases de; Plessev vs. Ferguson, ar,c 
the Slaughterhouse cases Built as a city hall, the Cabildo he's also functIOned cd various t mes 
over the yecns as a police -lation, [';r(' station, citv jail. co rthouse, library, lamplighter'~ 
headquarters, Jrmy banac '20, chur h, hospital, n )[Jrial office, 2rsen-: , museum, an In 1 25:, 
hOlls.:.d General Lafavette 
Whe I the blaze w, s out, Sl,-,lc' .v[useum DIre:,,' ~ ;comes ~ 3efcik :";'"ew ne buil 'inS COL;l~ ·~c 
saved. The structure's top fk)or and mansard roof were severely damaged but the first and 
second floors sustained onl\ the effects of smoke and water. What Sefcik couldn't fores2e we,2 
the complexities which lav ahead as he rallied the forces of restoration 
A Monumental Task 
The Museum's mandate to Koch &. WIlson Architects was to rebuild the structure e,.:c:>, 
"s it vv'as ilt the time of the fire. The firm's initial task \\'2S to ,iOC'Jme:1t the bt.iIic~;c: ::.:: 
thoroughlv as possible to determme what was still salvageable. The entire third Ooor, ::lanser.: 
roof and cupola would ha\'e to be rebudt. Othe, repairs \vould include replaceme,,[ 2i :':-2 
wooden floors, complete re?lastering of all \valls, restoration of the staircase, replac2:.le:H :: 
second Ooor windows, and llpgrading of heating, cooling, e~~tricaL plumbing ane sec--,~:' 
systems, Few salvageable architectural elements remained other than window rr,::-:Ies, .:ioru~e~:: 
tne s[aircase balustrade, a smsie ~allen peciime:H 2nc ~he :::-,(~:..=i". rj,-;~e roaring tiies. ::,e:-:,~:'.::- ~ 
else would ha ve to be replaced. 
[n addition to the 00\iou5 damage there \\'0:,2 m3i1\ si..::-::,r1ses---:'oth gooli cmc C2G c:­
the negative SIde, there \ovas Fl)m,OSan termite damage, asbestos, untoreseen strucurCli LlJmas:,· 
and a determinatIon by the Sti1te Fire ~1arshall that the Caoiioo was part of a brge: com?je~ c; 
JttJc£,eci buildings which .;I"l) required upgrJoing On the plus side, the desire ior e~:::c: 
re,-,iicJtion yielded il great dl::'l! of historicill mro:-rnation gathered from ilnalvses of \VOl"l. :;iL'I~", 
ciay and paint samples as well as building techniques and archeological findings 
Di1ting of samples both confirmed and disputed e\:isting documentation. Tlll? CJDiic." 
was onginally built after an eJrlier disastrous fire in 179~, according to the designs ot Ciibe,:o 
Guilll:mard and incmporiltin~ thl: ruins of the 1:-31 French C)lps de Carde Reseilrch identified 
original first floor tend (otL, ~',l\ing tiles :3 \ /2" . J" thie" ..l.rcheologicill e:-,:cilv:ltioll l,l th", 
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courtyard yielded evidenu of a 1730 prison' uil< in,\ ,l' '.'J .j! Jc, <:'ign, II/ :l r :;,' ;; ... ' .. 
enterprise, providing a glimpse into the coloniai prisoner'~ Ii: 
In preparation for Ceneral Lafayette's visit in 1824, the originCiI wrou"h, ;. ,n -'ldl~_.' 
was replaced with the carved cypress "union jack" d sign which we SeE' now. ata gillhL~(;G 
for its restoration corroborated thIS account. Bv cont~ast, what were believed ) be rrarDI':: 
steps proved to be a high gr;:u(' uf limestone. 
The original Ibt Spanl<;h t'le roc f covered ,the 1 '47 ad '~'i()n of the;'TlCl .<:rl: nll: .'..;:: 
found under thire :itory Iloofln: A reJr exit in th \tlav r's 0' e was also co . a a -' ':-:.,; 
this renovation The storv told is that he us~d Ih - exit tu esca, e unwanted audiences. . :":e 
visitor will be intrigued bv till. door "going nowhere" no\'v visible at the second level stain',;:;: 
Alterations during the nineteenth century resuit d in the removal of all but one of t;:,; 
second noor gallery doorwa\':, .:\ Pi1Int sam ie from the re ' aini, g doorway pedin. t, v:n :-. 
was always thou, ht to be nri inal, dated from the 1 OO's. Except for the staircc\se stnn.,('; 
most of the original millworK :- gone n .>(essit2tin~ caret1.1 re- oJYc: of period decor3[i\,'c fir 1.5;-,<:::­
uring demolition an sah'age \vor:~. ~t becJmc 2;):x:rent thelt the fire ilC1 ; C;J ':.o,~.,,: 
structural damZlge t) the t ll::L~ ~;,~y The ean' :~I;:S nrv \\.1\ _ sh \\e 1signs of mol.' 'r~,cn, :.:.::-:-::­
surve:' fa nd the exterior \,\',< .:: t h· ;eanill~ llU' . evenG 5a!e r.vlrgin5. Further !:--.\.. e:t:g~::.:,:" 
reve It!c1 "rought-iron ! .' ;::~.; ',\'OUcierJ0Isl5 ',\'e?:~c, cO r:-,':11 :e. :-:,ite damrlge \'\'ertO :'.\';stc.: - :',~ 
broken from the lateral lo"cs of leaning wails Emergency structural bracing to "te" ~:-:2 
building together at the second and third floor levl'is WClS initiated Iron rods were run the ~..;:! 
length of the Cabildo with strapping between. i-ieavilv studded shear walls were insta d -,r; 
the second floor between the Sala Capitular and trea. urer's office and the \tlavor'5 '""c 
secrclJrv' 5 officl'S 
Rn is ill ' the Roof 
The most visible and ~irJmatic work of :he prOlec: :',.::.s::eerJ the reconst:--c.:c::c:,. :-: ..-2 
mansard root Acided to tnl:' existing strucrure in ib47. ~t remZlins the oide5, ::\,::-:',::,,2 
Second Empire architecture in the l!nlted Stares Built according [0 the French scrice C:-,2,::(Y, 
heavy timber construction, the Cabildo roof frame was f<1bricated and erected' 'St ,:5 ;c·... ~ 
ol.'e: 150 \e3rs ago 
Of particular concern ',\'as the availabiilry l)r oki-gro\\'rI, c"press, and the t::><e requir2'_~ 
for felling, logging, sawing, <lnd the six monrn5 initial air dr,ing period for timbers :00 long \c.:~ 
to 48 feet) to fit in any kiln. In addition, very lew mills in the country were equipped to L"'c.lt'~:2 5 
over!...J: feet An oki mill neCir-\palachicoli1, ~orida with unlimited "carriage" lenger. \\'25 fL .::",~ 
to handle the long timbers. C: ting one IoU' ()r:cr~ reoui;'L>O J \\r.oie Li,IY! ~ ~."J, . 
Because this W;1S SU,';1 d large project, \\'iih over 2,000 historicioinr5, " ~rJL=- " 
independent timber framin;: companies formed a joint \'e:Jture, Historic Rt!,~'rl',iliL'::,)I: 
RcstorlltWI1 in New Hampsi1ir<:' Serving ClS master timber tr3mer \VJS Frederic Briilianr, 3 I-rt!:-.~:~ 
timber framer triJined under L'A:iSt1clIltion lies C1mpagnons Dlldec'(l/r in France, \\'nere tim2e: 
frJming is t3ught the S;1me as It has been for O\'er six hundrec: \'e:::rs 
The timbers \\'ere :)h,~'~) d to ~C\'\· En;.:i:lnd where tr.c histOrIC timber trJmt;> ~t'.sl;)r:1,:\'n 
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specialists engaged the task of cutting some of the most complicated cor POU:1; joir L::; :;~ 
timber framing to reconstruct the original 1847 frame exactly. Members to be Joi~el: wuc iZ"::~ 
over full-size tracings and marked for culting, using the traditional french-soibe method. -:-:",e 
joinery was done predominantly with hand tools, and fits exceptionally we!l, in spite (Ii 
variation in the size, twist and bow of the long timbers. Each piece was Glrefully marked fc~ 
later assembly. Using only wooden pegs, the timber frame pUZZle was assemblc:',' on . iick-\,:-­
Square and hoisted up to the ro f of the Cabildo where it remains exposed for view! g :'mm ::-!:: 
third Door interior. 
Crowning this marvel L)f engineering is t:'e cupola. The oid pine ribs were 5te2. I ben, ;- r 
co 1struction and it is finished with hand-cut sn'ngles and dental work 
An additional surprise to many is that the building is painted for the I:rst tin e ::-t:s 
century. The Cabildo was ori~inally whitewash' . out now sports the buff-tan lor of t" e ! 3.;:­
renovation. 
At a cost of more ti an 56 million. [~,c? C . iJdo restorz-dion is 3. ('. o' the n~,:' 
painstaking, involved hIstone r storJtions of its ~ind. But it is more tban a-, illV2stme.ll ::- .~: 
<indmark---it is an IIWest:ne ; In our sense or _ !:---CJn2 \Vhie!! m3:: stand eve!1 ['ro .de: :-L.:- :>:: 
ac versi tv overcome. 
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February 23, 1994 CO:\"[/\(l. 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELF:\.F 
Trio ifYlc,vie,w Eyc,nts To ce,[e,brale, cabiUo RLope,ni~iIfj 
, '-­
The long-awaited, e3 erly anticipated reo,'ening of tne Cabildo will e pr f-ccd ',:. SD! " 
re'/elrv In the form of a irn f preview parties, Eve [lh.::rpers ns Y1argee F<1rr;s ::i~" 5ncllc', 
\,jiddleberg, together \vit a cCldr~ of CabiJdo aricion, d 5, i'! e pullin out all the StOpS 0 D.,.:.'e SUo r: 
~~':Jt th,_' landmark's rebirth mClkcs history 
On Thursdav, rebruarv 24, the evenino clon~s tc zhos verv neClr and ec, :~,e 5t~::,.: 
. ~ ~ 
Y(u~,.:um's heart--those who:, generosity made t t: Cabilcio'_ t..vnamic new exhibiLs pos:>ie-je \12ic: 
donors to the abil 0 Rebuilding F nd will be \'vinet.. nd dined !n the newlv restored gal!eric~ !"I 
l:>,' strains of clClssical !l\U;:-IC, lhis sel-ct orou \"il :0- l the ,est ration an ' nt''.' L-::"-:; ,,'.:: 
C:lairoers<Jns of tl! dinnt'r ar Ph:' Is T<1ylor ,mc Dot Sh"Sn2(" 
,-\ t\vilight patrun P':;r[\ ,'il [;:lunch an e': n'n, l f- ~ '.:\ ies on Jrurd<1\', :--e_r,:'::~" =-:, :>::: 
cia\' before the ribbon is t r.:Janized by chairpers s Adrian uelesdenier, ChriSt\, \:::'lZ ~:,c. 
Carol Riddle, the patron, .:Htli will occur in tne sh3ciow of tne landmar', in three ::;riV;}l2 
apartments in the historic Ll)wt'r Pontalba Building, beginning at 6:30 p,m, Patron tic:,e: uric .:3 
begin at 5500 per couple, 
At 8:30 patrons will ~,'cond-line over to ~;le Cab:;Lio itself, \I/here they'll :,-;" :~-,o~e ~'.lec:~~ 
a,.-iving for revelf\1 expected to iast until the C:l:nedral's ciock rings in a new 02\ :=::C:2r:;:.ine~= 
representing Louisiana's unique musicClI styles, nostalgicalh- ,etlectmg different erZ",s, '."~!; .::-e3te ,: 
special ambience. ,;\n eclectiC menu, created to ceJebr::-te '<e'," Orleans' culinan' ;"'e:-:::. 2:'2,.-':l '::--:: 
served along with spirits suitable tor salutmg the occasion, .-\n auction or fine ,i~: ."1.": -':--::;':'.:"':' 
presented bv New Orleans-\uction Calleries, Inc, \"ill CCL..l~ ::trougnout the e'.'e!"I:~,::: ':': .. ,.. ',:,,::: 
begin at S250 per couple, 
Committee members Me .-\nn Abbrechl. Cathe:::<e ='e\knr~u2:" :-<::::C; =:2::::--.::-,::, 
Flair, Jert Fountain, Blanche Francis, Jane Cerson, \[3rc;; Le,der, 5e':eri;; Cicmn<1, Ce~ C25l'r, ::)\,::,-, 
Glazer, Lillian Glazer, Kim CI,lzer-Coldbera Linda Creert, SL:.San ~ane!l1ann, Zull'. -irnene=,:'::_l'~'~::: ~I • . 
lacooson, Wavne Lassen, Pam Lee Fre',::" L'..:::'i::. Ii'.';", \-(Clnnin~, 0:;:lnCV \[3rce~lc.:' \lc:~ 
. ~ '. .......
 
\licidleaerg, William J Premaz<l, 5,.! Powell. Ylark Romi~, :".3rert Soil. Roselle L:n~c:r ieJn \':L~('~ :lie: 
Christina Wvsocki, 
Funds r:liseo bv the l':ll'.Jn p<Hty Jno C:;:J ,,'iii 2e:,e~it tne SlJle \\USl.!Ul~1 .:' ,.l,C,:'''::.:';:;,'> 
FL:.nLi ,-\11 reopening ,lCtivitil:'~ are presented by the L::>U1SiJ;l.] StJte \luseum 50MC '-'i 2\,c::,'r5 :: 
1\.J!:': Lupin, ChaiIlllCln. GO\"L"rnClr FJ\vin \V. Ed\\"<.":;\.js :::1,--: ~:. CL~\'e:nor \·le!ind2 :::(~\\'e::~~~:~~,~ I.:~~ 
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The big day is coming! On February 27, from 1 p.m. - 6 p.m., the long-awaited 
reopening of the Cabildo will be celebrated with all the fanfare the ChCL::,:;-'C 
landmark deserves. After five years of painstaking restoration and preparation, :!~l 
Louisiana State Museum flagship building, festooned with a giant ri~bon ready :or 
cutting, will be the focal point for the entire community. 
Festivities higWighting Louisiana's unique heritage and cultural diversi tv 
will mirror the exhibit's theme. The celebration will include a traditional Native 
American stomp by the various tribes of the Muskogean Nation, the soulful gospel 
harmonies of the Heavenly Stars, Acadian ballads by Sassyfrass, spirited Irish music 
by the Celtic Folk, Islenos folk music by Irvan Perez and a traditional African dance 
and drum corp. A troupe of actors impersonating period characters will delight both 
children and adults and crossword puzzles and souvenir masks will add fun to this 
rediscovery of our Louisiana heritage. 
Opening ceremonies will begin on a patriotic note with the rousing music oi 
the U.S. Navy Ceremonial Band at 1 p.m. in Chartres Mall followed by a milizc.r:; 
reenactment presented by the Jean Lafitte National Park, Chalmette Living History 
Unit. In full regalia, Major General Andrew Jackson will deliver the 1815 Fare:~,~il 
Address to his Battle of New Orleans troops. The two dozen historic intemre:e!'s 
representing various militia groups will then march into the Square where :.:'ce': 
will salute their commander with a firing of muskets. 
Following a brief introduction of local leade!'s and VIP's including Governor Ed,vir, 
W . Edwards and Lt. Governor Melinda Schwegmann and a multi-denominatic:-:.::.. 
invocation, fourteen-year-old singing sensation Terrell Pierce will perform :.".c 
national anthem. At 2 p.m., the ribbon will be cut and balloons will be rele3.seG 
from the cupola signaling the reopening of the Cabildo, after which the public ',\i" 
be invited to tour the facility FREE of charge. The new exhibitry they will :ee 
explores Louisiana history from colonization through Reconstruction from a 50c2i 
perspective by focusing upon ethnic in.tluences and cultural issues. 
The reopening will be especially meaningful for those \vho rallied to Si1\'e :."cis 
vital part of our heritage--- the heroic fireme!1 who fought to rescue the build::lg 
and artifacts: the Governor and Legislature whose commitment assured complerion 
100 
of the restoration; the over 1,200 private citizens and corporations whose 5:. ~ 
million in donations made the new state-of-the-art exhibitry possible, the diverse 
community Louisiana State Museum serves. 
Promotional support for Cabildo opening day festivities is being providec j:; 
WLMG, "Magic 102" radio. 
As of Tuesday, March 1, 1994, the Cabildo will be open to the public Tuesdav 
through Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For information or group reservatior.:', 
call (504) 568--6968. 
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Edwin VI d '/ards 
, '.:" .'- -"2 i r 
Melinda Schwegmann State of Louisiana 
Lieuten2(1 Gov~rnor Depef-r ~ ~ of CulturE, Recreation ::;r'(~ -:..:';,::-­
no Ccrr.mrSSlcn~r 
OFrlCE OF STATE MUSEUi,;j 
REQUEST FOR COVERAGE
 
DEcember 17, 1993 CO JTACT: C;=.r:: ::::C','/;r or ,A,ngs!c. VC.C~7;-::::
 
FOR 1i'v1MEDIATE RELEASe=: (SOt) 562-:972
 
REGULATOR CLOCK ADDED TO
 
LOUISIANA STATE MUSEUM COLLECTION
 
f..., r1i~gnl';ieentIIC, t~ll-e""se r;:::"",I'I~'''',-,::;U I ... J to i"r::; ';:::'A/;::::c';\\/~Tchr"""1l~j~r.....,.'-'11 _-, ,clock "",':n 'I'eo' ~" C C. Clvl c 1'-'....., ..........!.."r c~ IIIC.r\C.
 
T~/ er ' c.S been cdded to the pe mC.nem LSi" colleder: (;; cec::rc.tivs c.IlS, Dc.lE: Cc. 
~==S, t' e rae mE.Sier cloC:'. is E,i i--:iDOIlE:;: :::':-:;;2C1 of s::::.:::: '-':::::;' 
i:IS c~cc:'\ WE.S commissic~,=d ':./ Mr, Gsc:rcs l1--tr,E: I':~'~ '/./c..s ~.2ir :0 EXt~r;Si'/~ =.....-: 
;"C'!'''';:n- I'n So 'lle~s' I r,,:~:"r'''
,,-" ......... J. _..:::J I c l _ ........... ,:::IC;IC c;,:: sErved E.S S~':"~:E.~y ci th~ 2Cc::: c': 
Ur.oerwriters, 120 Common Street. His E~ceSLOr, Jc.:':SS 0.1Echer, wc.s Mc./or c; ,',:;:;,'.. 
(.i:ec.:is (1807-12) 2S weil c.S E first us:ss e; Tiie Ce!is;;::: ei\S'N Orte2ns. 
St2nding over eight feet, ~;'-,e c!cck prooc.oly served E c2~:-:-,e:c:c.1 L1se ir, ene c' .\1; 
~/ c.ther's many businesses whicn inclucEd IJnderwriti~,;: ;cr L!e~/o's cf Lc~ccrl, ~ 
;""'''e::e:: l'~re I~beled "m~de 'ov E A -'yle r " "o'vcrl's~d 'Il"e:: 'CC"'I cc;c'r ~s th~· c: ~1r -, ~,'~
.... \ c:.............. c:. ~ c:. c:. ~.. ,c:. ...... l C ...... C. ~ ,: I c:. e.l I', . ..'.:::;:
I I 1 I I ~ 
;:-,e \V2tch c.nd jewelry store, 115 Cc.nc. i SlreeI, ''the ,-esc l-'cr:geo C.nc :E.::,'-,:c,-:::,c ~ 
Pc.1l of the city". Mr. Tyler WES one CT the eriginc.1 "projec:c~s E~C p~opnelOrs' cf ~:--::: -_ 
Grcunds c.nd he wc.s c.lso Directer cf the 8Enk of L2fEve~:::, Wi,lc'i exis,ed :~ '.vr~:':::3 
:-':,-,0\'11, 2S the Ameriec.n sec:iJr of New Oriec.ns (now the Ccntlc.: Eusiness CIS:~:C: ._ 
~cs: ;--roo2ble thc.t throu~~ r'ls c:=~me,rc:::~ c2nnec::c .... .:: .:::- :~·:~r~E ~..:c~=. ~:::-.: 
i\1r, M2!her, 
,0.,:-::::: 2oUIsition by Genevls'/s Ben2 Lever:, cc., 1880, ::-,e.:::cc:\ ',vc.s ~cdiiisc '.vi:,- _ 
~-c;'''~ 0; ~n e/~bor"tolv c~rvcri e'Jor~-- r.~e::~ ~nc' -,--- -'-'-- L~\/rr;' ;~-'iV ~,,-~-
.::, ..",.. ,:.\"". Ie. ,e. C. \.; ..:: "-''-' ,~:::'::; ....·.::: ..... c e. ,-,.~::- ... I.~ ..... e,l le:,l i~ '-'" -:;',­J 
L~~~ FI-nt'~·t'lon 'v'n'len' I"-~r bcr"""'e L"":e:::"r," S'l~'~ "-'\'cro:: -" r"c"'lon c""oe
",--,-,'C ,e. e. v I , c.~:::-, c.:lt v , ,C,lC ct:::- 1./, e ! '.....,........ . "."­
c"'s: oresents c. VEnc.1lon cf LOl!isic.nE's Sic.te emblem -.::; =. oe:ie::::.n feeding her t~::2C 
5 ,--.~ is il2nked by 2 cottcn Dele c.nd ccrnuecpi2 12oc:, wi;i'! ;~~:, on one s;ce c.~C :::. 
,,~-.~: "~O' co/'Ieo' e::;"'IO'e:: I:n c o~ t'ne c-~"r -Ihe ;.~-~...; ;...~-~ O'cQ,'c·e:: i , ",~ _::,-::~':::'.I~: e.11 ...... 11, ...... I...... II ~,l:::-. ,.:::. ::: ......... ::::.:::::::- ...... , ....... _-' _ _
 
'::';·c:":~:''':'21 produe:s inc:uc:rg C8;~cn E/lO c-.::ri!, 
-:-~~ -.::.::.:-z cC.se is fitte=: with c. glc.ss door c.~c s:de p2ne:5 ,"~ :-:--,2ve:.,sm, c.:~~::~:::,:: ::: 
:~~ ~c\Vc.rd Compc.ny of Ecs,cn, hc.s c. rnerc~ry pe:,c.:;'_:-:--, c.:.c ene we:~I': C.I,C .:: :: 
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c~ :h2 Cc.bildo for their SUDDcn of the c.cql!isit:on. 
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REVAMPED MARDI GRAS EXHIBIT EXPLORES CULT!JRAt I) (YF:RSIT'y:
 
MAGNIFICENT ZULU COSTUMES AMONG ~EW AJ)f)TTIO~5
 
The multicultural approach to history has inspired the Louisiana State Museum'S 
re ent reV:lmplng cf its popular Carnival in New Orleans exhibit on display :It ,he Mu. e:.l. .sOL 
U.S. Mini. In order to provide a "fuller" Cc.mivCli ilistory as we:~ as cuI 'ral cor.texi:o :.-:~ 
museum visitor, curators have added new m:l,;.:rials reilective of the various e~hnic ;lnci CJj~l~;'O' 
groups whose celebrations have grown around the ma0.~=-2arrJ :v1arcli Gras 'IT:ldirion 
African-American Contributions 
Some of the most spectacular additior.s to ,h S'2.te .\'(use'Jr:: s CliTlival collection h:.:v_ 
come from the AJricm-Americ2J1 community. 
With :l C:u::ival rraclition that dates b~ck t' ,he l2.!e 1800's. Aflican Ame:-,c:.:ns we:-e 2-, 1.: 
the flfst to par:lde outside the tn.dition~l Carni';::.i :-0 :~e5. These e:lIiy foot par:.:':~~ :i~;OU)l ":>1:.·:, 
ne:ghborhoods we,e sL1ged by Lhe ~larcli Gr:ls f:-:C21S. U2C:O ,,' y oc!ieved tu ~.~ reooie o· f7L\:';::: 
African and Indian ancesrry. The various In ·;2..il "uibes" compete through i~:orrmj ci:lnce :::.r.c 
cosrume competitions. E!:lborate plumed and be:.cied cosrumes are the hallmark of the Y12Ici G;-::.s 
Lndian and the installation includes sever:ll of these eXIT:1orcinary ensembles. 
The exhibit's l::lIgest :lodition is :l table:.cx fe:m.:f.;~g :l nriery of cosru'-es ~',om c.~~ z:.:::..: 
org:llllZatlOn. Incorpor:lted i:l 1916, Zulu h::s .z:-own ::-.,0 :'vl:lIdi Gr2.s· : ...." ....:.. 
predominently Africm-Americm membership. 
Tne distinguishing rracie:n::lIks of the e:lT:Y Z:.Jlus 2': stiU seen today - p2..in[ed ciJc;--: ~·2C:'.'. 
grass skirrs, decor:lted coconurs and rrib:ll-;00;,,::ng costumes worn by [ile 52[:::C::; ­
·'Ch::lIJCteiS. " Now on view J[ the Old U.S ..\1:..... : :tre.::~.2...:-::'.cc, costumes t-OGl the: '??; 
Queen Zulu. 
The Cajun Connection 
Louisian2. tor more ulan :l cenr..:.ry, ::lIe specific to i.J1e SOULJ1WeStem pm of the SiJic. The :;'c::,C2.J-: 
t:1J.ditions. rooted in oediev:l1 Ecrrope. we:-e brought iO Lot.::si::ulJ by e:triy Frenc~ .-\C::ldi1Il se:tie,s 
Tod::ly, more m1Il ::l doze:l prJirie Djun cOlT.r::.unicies celebrate Ell Tuesd:lY wim J 
rrJdition::J "counr cc M:lIdi GrJs." J house ro house "run" in the counrryside. \!Jsked revele:-s. 
either on horseback, in wagons or on foot, travel from residence to residence begging for g4ft~ of 
food or money in exchange for singing, dancing or clowning antics. 
The homey Cajun Mardi Gras costumes which have been added to the enlarged State 
Museum Carnival exhibit, stand in stark contrast to the opulent New Orleans Mardi Gras garb. 
Acadian carnival costumes are traditionally made from materials readily available on the prairie. 
The Paillasse or "straw man" costume is crafted from burlap, straw, corn husks, feathers and 
Spanish moss. This comical-looking character represents the clown or fool and is charged with 
maintaining an atmosphere of laughter and merriment. 
Gay Carnival Organizations 
The organized celebration of Carnival by the gay community began in the late 1950's when 
the Krewe of Yuga was formed to parody the mainstream balls. 
Spectacle is the cornerstone of the gay ball. Artistry and showmanship are demonstrated in 
the costuming and staging, and invitations to these spectacular balls are some of the most sought 
after in the city. 
The permanent Carnival exhibit at the State Museum's Old U.S. Mint boasts several 
fabulous costumes from gay carnival organizations including a pair of seahorses from the Amon­
Ra tableau, "Sea Fantasy," and "Merlin the Wizard," an elaborate Petronius costume of papier 
mache, iridescent fabric and miniamre lights that greets visitors entering the museum exhibit. 
With the addition of materials from a cultural mix of Mardi Gras activities, the State 
Museum's exhibit provides a more complete display of Louisiana's Carnival traditions. The 
always-popular exhibit still features vintage Carnival ball invitations, cosrume and float sketches, 
historic ball favors and a re-created Mardi Gras parade street scene complete with authentic 
flambeaux. Thanks to the generosity of individuals and organizations across the state, visitors to 
Louisiana and the State Museum are now privy to the variety of spirited celebrations the locals have 
long enjoyed. 
### 
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Edwin W. Edwards ~yjar~ H. Hilzim 
Governor Sec,etory 
Melinda Schwegmann State of Louisiana	 James F, Sefcik 
Lieutenent Governor Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism	 ASSIsTant Secretary 
end Commissioner OFFICE OF STATE MUSEUM 
February 17, 1993 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 
CONTACT: Cleire Brown or 
Start: Immediately	 Angele Vecherte (504) 568-6972 
Stop: February 27, 1994 
Subject: Cabildo Reopening Festivities 
20 Seconds,'	 IT'LL BE SOLDIERS, INDIANS AND COLONISTS FROM 
ACROSS SP/\CE A TIME FOR THE REOPENING 
CELEBRATION OF LOUISIANA'S MOST FAMOUS LANDMARK. 
THE CABILDOI ON FEBRUARY 27 FROM 1-6, THE STATE 
MUSEUM WILL HOST A FREE FESTIVAL OF MUSIC, HISTORIC 
REENACTMENT AND MERRIMENT. COME, SEE THE CABILDG 
EXPLORE LOUISIANA'S PAST. ...AND COLLECT A MEMORY 
P. O. Box 2448 (751 Chartres Street)
 
New Orleans, LA 70176-2448
 
(504) 568-6968
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Edwin W. Edwards Mark H. Hilzim 
Governor Secretary 
Melinda Schwegmann State of Louisiana	 James F. Sefcik 
Lieutenent Governor Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism	 ~SSlstJn: Secretary 
end Commissioner 
OFFICE OF STATE MUSEUM 
February 17, 1994 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 
Start: Immediately	 CONTACT: Cleire Brovm or 
,\ nCC'I~ V~ch~'"~ (hOL' 568 n~-~Stop: Ongoing r.ri~~,G Q cllG v.) -0'::::/::.­
Subject: Cabildo Exhibilry 
20seccnds:	 REDISCOVEF, LOUiSIANA'S MOST FAMOUS LANDM)',hr< 
THE CABILDO, REOPENING FEBRUARY 2/TH. THE 
STATE MUSEUM'S CROWN ,JEWEL IS BACK ­
BEAUTIFULLY RESTORED AND FILLED WITH EXCITING 
NEW EXHIBITS ILLUSTRATING THE BLENDING OF OUF, 
MANY CULTURES, COME, EXPLORE LOUISIANA'S 
HISTORY. ... AND COLLECT A MEMORY 
P. O. Box 2448 (751 Chartres Street)
 
New Orleans, LA 70176-2448
 
(504 \ 568·6968
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'OME OffE I 'OME ALL 
THE U\BXLDO I'S REOPEN'XHGr.' 
Tic bl~ Lby j, ,-'[)mil~' . he ~CJLJI~i~nJ Si:~i~ \!u-;cum is pk:~sccl LU :liln~:u:~cc :::c 
r":0rcn1ng \)!" Il.\ '1:lg<-;hin bllii,;il~, tht' C:l.i!'jo, Bc;inning \1arch 1. 199"+, 
students \\ill unce' :1~Zlin he :ihie tu '.isit tl~i::i !';J.\orite landmark, 
~ , • I 
Ili(, C\ ';illl'..:. jl~',', ~",;lll'IL: '- , '::I"~ :,,-.'~t. ~'.·i...-'~:i'1 :;l L-\.)Ll~ j~li1~1 S f :."~ .. ~'. 
\\ it'. \'. ilk'il !!lC,Jl':)l ' f'llC\ 1:1-': 'Ii ,,;'iulhYl:' .~, '~~.~:'.~;: Jill: ~Jc:~ll :2:n~::--( 
:,'-.'Ir eli ,iiJ! c' t',,,, <.~l": '",::',d:-': , .. :jCL.': 
T e 1ll:\lfl :.HC:b irlcludc: 
.. \':1 t i \(~ :\ Iller icans ;md the Colon i::ll Pc r'iud 
• Territory tu Statehuod 
• Gattle of \'ew Orleans 
• :\ntebellum Louisian:l 
• Civil \\ar 
+ f<econstructiun 
\\jll1in ll1(',O;C ~ect1C'r1-; :Ire ~UblOPIC< (Hl [i:~ ,::.~, "(1:\1 :'.:<\·I,~:), jgri:~L:.:r.: ,~::.: 
'rllLl:'[r\' "'I'fl r':" ,> 1'l""l';\)\1 ""[ur'I'!~' ~I'~ '-'" ' "J"u-"j -'\ .;",,---,l\..... '." I....."-\".. Lt. . .'. __ l .,- ... ~I ".,~i. L .i:...'L ...... !'-'-~ ~~.\.. \..l.~~ ~....:. ..... , ...... Al ... ~:;=_. 
Su[e \lu:-icum e~L:-':~\:\..Jr~ hJ\ ~ Lie' .'C10Cli ilIJ.[C'r::.::i-.: :n, :C'JCner-leQ \,'j~l[~, 
T1L~e (un pI 'l11e:,[ sehu I (JrricL!lum ob,lecu\es ':'ilU ,:l;; JCsl,::nej [0 
-':[1' 'ul'll" 'n'['II"lJ' ::~'nll'n<l ,I',I'l-.: "" i [0 ""','(\1'-';,'-" "il "''1'' '. J.,,o>"')O'''>
.' I ... \..... \.... ( ..... =- ~."\.. .......,. '__ c . :\.. \.. . \, .... :-.... ~ l '"- \..1 '- .• l ~ ... \/ ....... '- , I\..
\... It. _ •• f\.. 
j ('! i\' c I: L II g:1 g e(J \ \ i lil 1 c \II Jc. C:< [1 dis::, iJ: ' 
l -'>'lL'!'-'I" il"li-'Ill<' '~i\"II'l"-" ~.o> ','n",,') 'S ;'II''-~ ""\" " "1:"1'n' "'" :-1'1 ,,-"'[ ,,',-, ,,,,,' I Ie ['., ~ ,,~. , '-'" ,"'\"'. \ "",I" \\ 1 ' ,~, ~ ~l ,-, I.I~,'C,,-- l'u\.."",, , .. 
"'1"l "~-I'll:' ;ll,l l1l';r'" ',-, -\,\' ,:, "11'; '" 't \'i -'f" ,1- \ ': -",;" '''-101''11'.0'-'.{ .... I Cl. \..1 ... II \. •. ::- :-'\.... ~ll .... (.1 ~.\/> - .~1 ••.•• ~I..-.; ... :-" ......... l~ ..... ......:.GL L 1_­ -\~<'" 
l"'l'f" "'l--'lll1 l "1 .' ..... , .. ~.\.\ •••• ~\. 1-·· ~' .. "'1-:'" ~ Tt~R"('l~", .~ :> :11"· " ... 
::- ' l' ',_"', , i \ , ~" ~ .. , ,: l. ~ ",,'" , l . ,,-. ~ :, d re ",-, l. ,~, ~ " j: ," ,'" ,_,: c , .... " , " 
:.'["[le:-lk'-; ')Ilh·' L"!;<iJ,~: :Sule \luseum. :rL'j,:C::l:lg [!:c Old t.S. .. I 
\lint. [!Ie Presbytere, :1I1,i [ilt: 1(-;50 Huuse j> ',,~ii ,'''; ll1,: C:lbildo ,~~\&\ . 
T1\: Clbtld\) \\ill \:'l.' LiDcn TucsdJ\ ~hrou~h S'..::-"L~\ I-r"n~ IUU(' :Ul~, 
, ' , \.. 
",,_1[ll 5:l)O pm, Call (50 ..l) 5(IS-696S to make ;l rl'serv~lfinn 
'- I--.---J 
~,1for \our CI:1SS, 
.1 
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On May 11: 1988, New Orlcanlalls watchcd In shock
 
as/ire devQSwtcd thc renowned Cablldo. Five years later
 
I! has been' authentically restored In wha; is considered to be
 
one of the moSl co,!lplcx historic reslOrations If ilS kine,
 
r-­
Filling 'the Cabildo is a brand new, r-­
S1.5 million museum exhibitiori' cle~ted < 
~specially for the restored landmarx.. , 
, ..~ 
Arranged as awalk through Louisian~ hisrory .. " ­
"'" from Colonial times through Reconsrruclion. ;- -.
~ 
-
the exhibit features more them 1.000 :mii~c[s .c: 
:,,~d !Jie~es of JIl illustr.ltln£ LouisiJ.n~·s ­
~ 
"" 
~
-Beginning March 1, 1994, -, 
the Cabildo \vill be open to the public year round. '­
• ;:.Tuesday through Sunday, from 10:00AM to 5:00P\1. 
= 
:t
" Rcsen'alionsjor group admissions are now being aCCeplec.', z • 
,J.. :W--:,· discount is J vJilablc for groups of 20 or more, L 
" 
-\[ulliplc building discounts are also avaiJable for groUllS J:'­
-
visiLL'1,: two or more oCthe hLsLOric propenics of lhe 
Louisian3 SUlle Museum. -', 
= 
Pk3se c.JU(504) 568-696g for infoITT1.:nion or to book a group " 
Also,',walch YOUI:rnnilbox!oran InvitQ(lon 10 a special 
lOur cn'd Irave(in'dusrTY Cabldo I-iewlng and reapllon l 
..' ,-­
-;,;,' J.2Y/'>' ~.~~~~1;-~ ,.Februarv 27. _.~ 
Happy HoHda:~ ir-nm the L,ollj~i.an:':J..~i.a:u:>. YID~e lllTI, 
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7h~J30ard ifculre,ctors
rftM~fana.staft 0tus~um 
cor.cUaU<!j [nv[us(j0u to 
a, twdftfht toast . 
to the, twpe,rU'Yl{j qfOUtmost t:e,asutd Landmaxk 
/ the Cah£Ldo
 
. yatronyartrJ . 
SaturdO-fj/f~bruar~ 26/ 1884­
6:30y.m. 
~~rYontatbacApartm~nts 
cah£Ldo C~~bratUm ~v£UjoU(MI at 8: uu p.m. 
NJ.II1e (as you wish if iO appear on [Jrograml. 
So-eel address

City Swte Zio _
 
o $500 - Two tickets w P:llron ParlY md Cdebralion 
o $1,200 ~ Four tickets [0 PaUDn Pmv md Cdebralion; reserved table for": 
:J S5,000 ~ Eight cicke~ [0 Patron Pmv md Celebration; rese;ved t.1ble for S 
(Pa{rOflS <11 this levei wiil be pfwlOgrQDhed in (he c:J.po/a.) 
My check for S is enclosed. PleJse mJ..ke chec:k
 
payable to Cabildb ReDpening-LMF (Louisi:lI1J :'v[use:lm Found:J.[ion;
 
Charge my ':J .'v!JstcrC::Ld or :J VisJ
 
Cud number ExpirJuon _
 
SigoJ[ure _
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Patricia White was born on January 9, 1951, in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. She studied Fine Art at the University of 
Southwestern Louisiana during the years 1969-71. She owned 
and operated a health food emporium in Grand Lake, Colorado 
and worked as a pastry chef in the Catskills. Between 1981-91 
Ms. white was a professional fashion designer in New York 
city. She returned to New Orleans to pursue a career in the 
Arts. In 1992, Ms. White earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Degree in Art History and is currently working toward a Master 
of Arts Degree in Arts Administration. 
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